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THE NEGRO l.N WEST VIRGLNIA, 
SALE OF SLAVES, CONTlNUED. 
COUNTY AND STATE MY TRUE AND LAWFUL ATTORNEY FOR ME AND IN MY NAME 
~ND TO MY USE TO TAKE MY NEGRO WOMAr-! RUTH AND MY, NEGRO GIRLS, 
AGNES TO KENruG'KV, OR ANY OTHER MA RKET, AND THEN AND THERE SELL 
THE SAME FOR THE BEST PRICE HE MAY BE ABLE TO OBTAIN, EITHER FOR 
READY MONEY OR ON A CREDIT, TO GOOD AND SOLVENT MEN, AND IN MY 
NAME, MAKE, SIGN AND SEAL A PROPER BILL, OR BILLS OF SALE, WARRANT-
ING SAID NEGROES, AND EACH OF THEM TO BE SLAVES FOR LIFE, TO BE 
SOUND, AND THAT THE TIELT THERETO IS INDISPUTABLE, HEREBY RATIFYlNG 
AND CONFIRMING WHATSOEVER MY SAID ATTORNEY MAY 00 IN THE PREMISES 
WITHOUT THE POWER OF REVOCATION. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF · I HAVE HERETO SET MY HAND AND AFFIXED MY 







1-826. DEED BOOK IV. PAGE 164. 
rttNH£REAS I, JOHN BELLAMY AM JUSTLY INDEBTED TO STEPHEN 
WILSON IN THE FOLLOWING SUMS OF MONEY, AS WILL APPEAR BY TWO BONDS 
DATED THE 12TH DAY OF JULY, 1823-: ONE FOR THE SUM OF THREE HUNDRED 
AND FIFTY- EIGHT DOLLARS, WlTH A CREDIT THEREON FOR THE SUM OF ONE 
HUNDRED DOLLARS PA ID THEREON, AND CREDIT ON THE BACK OF SA t D NOTE; 
ALSO ANOTHER BOND 'FOR THE SUM OF THREE HUNDRED AND rrFTY- EIGHT DOLLARS, 
AS PER CREDIT THEREON, WILL APPEAR, TOGETHER WITH THE INTEREST ACCRUED 
THEREON FROM THE TIME THEY BECAME DUE AND PAYABLE UP TO THE S AME MAY 
BE FULLY DISCHARGED, AND WHEREAS THE SAID JOHN BELLAMY HEREBY ACK-
NODLEBES, HE THE SAID JOHN BELLAMY HAVE GIVEN, GRANTED, BARGAINED 
AND SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO GIVE, GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL 
UNTO THE SAID 8ANJAMIN BROWN, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER, THE FOL-
LOWING PROPERTY, TO - WIT: ONE NEGRO MAN SLAVE NAMED HORACE AGED FORTY 
TWO YEARS, ONE NEG.RO WOMAN SLAVE NAMED PATTS, AGED THIRTY YEARS, AND 
ONE NEGRO GIRL NAMED [LIZA. 
To HAVE AND TO HOLD UNTO THE SAID BENJAMIN BROWN, HIS HEIRS 
AND ASSIGNS FOREVER, YET UPON THE SPECIAL TRUST AND CONDITION, NOTWITH-
STANDING, THAT If THE ABOVE NAMED JOHN BELLAMY SHALL PAY, OR CAUSE TO 
BE PAID UNTO THE SAID STEPHEN WILSON, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, 
OR ASSIGNS THE ABOVE DESCRIBED SUMS OF MONEY AMOUNTING TO THE SUM OF 
FIVE HUNDRED AND FIVE DOLLARS WITH ALL THE INTEREST THAT 'MAY ACCRUE 
THEREON ON OR BEFORE THE FIRST DAY Of JULY, ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUN -
DRED AND TWENTY- SEVEN THEN THE ABOVE CONVEYANCE TO BE VOID, AND OF NO 
EFFECT. 
BUT SHOULD THE SAID JOHN BELLAMY FAIL TO PAV UP AN:D FULLY SATISFY 
THE ABOVE SUMS OF MON.EV WI TH ALL INTEREST ACCRUED THEREON ON OR BEFORE _ 
THE FIRST DAY OF JULY, 1827 SO T~AT THERE REMAIN UN- PAID THE SAID TWO 
. .. ·.,-,~29-
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( , TWO BONDS, OR El THER OF THEM, OR ANY PART THEREOF, THEN THE SA tD BANtr 
l 
JAM IN BROWN. COVENAMTS AND AGREES AS SOON AS HE MAY BE THEREUNTO 
REQUESTED BY THE SAID STEPHEN WOLSON, HIS HEIRS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR 
ASSIGNEES TO SELL THE ABOVE GRANTED PROPERTY OR SO MUCH THEREOF AS 
MAY BE DEEMED NECESSARY TO RAISE THE AMOUNT OF MONEY THEN DUE AND OW-
ING ON SAID BONDS WITH THE INTEREST THEREOF, AT euBLtC AUCTION FOR 
READY MONEY AT SUCH TIME AND PLA E AS HE MAY DEEM PENDANT; AND FROM 
THE PROCEEDS THEREOF FIRST PAY If.JD DI $CHARGE THE COSTS AND CHARGES 
STEPHEN 
ATTENDlNG ntlS DEED OF TRUST, THEN PAV ANDS ATrSFY THE SAtDWILSON 
THE -FULL AMOUNT THAT MAY REMAlN UNPAID WITH THE INTEREST THERON: ."? 
ON SA ID TWO BONDS, A'ND THE BALANCE IF ANY, TO REFUND TO THE SAID 
JOHN BELLAMY. 
AND IT IS FURTHER COVENANTED AND AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE 
PARTIES TO THIS UJaKX&X AGREEMENT THAT THE SAID JOHN BELLAMY MAY 
RETAINTHE USE AND HAVE HEIR AND PROFITS OF SAID SLAVES UNTIL DE-· 
FAULT BE MADE AS PROVIDED ABOVE~ IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF THE PARTrES 
HAVE HEREUNTO SETNTHEIR HANDS AND SEALS THIS 26TH DAY OF JUNE, 
1826° . 
JOHN BELLAMY (S EAL) 
& TRANSFER. 
X X X X X X X X X X 
SEPTEMBER, 1826. DEED BOOK IV. PAGES 177,178. 
DEED OF TRUST COflCERN I NG GERTA IN SLAVES. 
1'THlS INDENTURE, MADE AND ENTERED INTO THIS 18TTH DAY OF SEP-
TEMBER, IN THE YEAR OF CHRIST ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND 
TWENTY-SIX BY AND BETWEEN WILLIAM HITE, OF THE FIRST PART, SOLOMON 
THORNBURG, OF THE SECOND PART, AND JOHN LAIDLEY, Of THE THIRD PART • 
• 
C 
WI TNESSETH: THAT WHEREAS THE SAID WI LU AM HI TE IS INDEBTED TO 
THE PRES I DENT AND DI RECTORS OF THE. LI TERA RY FUND IN THE SUM OF SEVEN 
HUND RED AND ONE DOLLARS BY BOND DATED THE r2TH DAY OF APRtL, (824, AND 
WHEREAS, ALSO, THE SAID JOHN LALDLEY IS LN LlKE MANNER BOUND IN THE SAME 
BOND AS THE SECUR t TY OF SAlD HL TE:., WH LCH DEBT, BE.LNG DUE Wl TH CONS LDERA -
BLE tNTEREST THEREON, IN CONSIDERATION Of THE PREMISES , AND THE fUR-
THE·R SUM OF OBE DOLLAR IN HAND PAID TO THE SAID WILLlAM HITE BY THE 
SAID SOLOMON THORNBURG, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF IS HEREBY A CKNOWLEDGED, 
HE, THE SAID WILLIAM HITE HATH GIVEN, GRANTED, BARGAINED AND SOLD 
, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO GIVE, GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE 
SAID SOLOMON THORNBURG A CERTAIN TRACT OR PARCEL OF' LAND StTUATE, LY-
1 NG, AND BEING tN THE COUNTY OF CAB:ELL, CONTAINING FOUR HUNDRED ACRES Of 
LAND, BEING THt SAME WHEREIN THE SAID WM.HITE NOW LIVES, WHICH IS DESIG-
NATED IN THE PLAT OF THE PARTITION OF THE SAVAGE GRANT AS Lor No.61 
AND ASSIGNED TO JOSEPH GATE.WOOD, .AND WHICH VAS SOLD BY THE ESCH EA TOR 
OF CABELL COUNTY, AND THE PURCHASEMONEY Of WHICH THE SAID 
IS BOUND FOR AS SECURITY, AS AFORESAID, THE LEGAL TITLE OF WHICH JS YET 
IN THE COMMONWEALTH AND NOT GRANTED TO THE S.AID HITE. ALSO, ALL THE 
FOLLOWING, PERSONAL PROPERTY, ' TOGETHER WITH ITS FUTURE INCREASE, THAT 
IS TO SAY: ONE NEGRO MAN SLAVE NAMED MARTIN; ONE NEGRO SLAVE GIRL NAM-
ED SARAH ANN; AND TWO NEGRO BOY SLAVES NAMED MARSHALL AND SAM; THREE 
HEAD OF HORSES; ONE YOKE Of OXEN; AND CART; TWO HEAD OF MILK cows; 
TWENTY HEAD OF HOGS; FIVE HEADS Or SHEEP; 
Of STACKS OF MU RYE; ONE STACK Of OATS; 
FOUR STACKS AND TWO PIECES 
GROWING 
THE CROP OR CORN !~J:l)((l 
FARM; 
ON THE JtU&K SIX llEDS; BEDDING AND FURNITURE, TOGETHER WITH ALL AND 
SINGULAR, THE HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN FURN _ITURE ON THE PREMISES, AND ALSO 
ALL THE FARMING UTENSILS BELONGING TO SAID· fARM.11 • 
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"To HAVE AND TO HOLD UNTO THE SAID SOLOMON THORNBURG, HIS HEIRS 
AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER, YET UPON THIS TRUST, NEVER- THE-LESS, THAT 
lF THE SAID WM.HITE. SHALL WELL AND TRULY P:«Y UP AND TRULY SATJSFY THE 
SAID E.BT TO THE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORS Or THE LITERARY FUND, OR 
OTBERW I SE BY ANY MEANS OBTAIN A RELEASE FOR THE SA tD JOHN LA I DLEY 
FROM HlS LIABILITY AS AF0RE:SAID TH&N THIS tNDENTURE ·TO BE VOID AND 
OF NO EFFECT. BUT SHOULD IT SO HAPPEN THAT THE SA ID PRES ID.ENT AND 
DI RECTORS OF THE LITERARY FUND SHALL OBTA-1 N A ~UDGME-NT AND ENFORCE Tl-EE 
EXECUTION SO THAT THE SAID JOHN LAIDLEY OR HIS PROPERTY BE TAKEN IN 
EXECUTION OR ANNEXATION AGAINST HIS (STATE, AND THE SAID WM.HITE FAIL 
TO RELEASE THE SAME, THEN THE SAID SOLOMON THORNBURG AGREES TO SELL 
ALL THE ABOVE DESCRIBED PROPERTY, OR SO MUCH THEREOF AT PUBLIC SALE FOR 
READY MONEY AT SUCH TIME AND PLACE AS HE MAY DEEM PRUDENT AS WILL RAISE 
A SUFFICIENCY OF MONEY TO DISCHARGE THE DEBT IN TRUST, INTEREST AND ~~1 
CPSTS AND THE EXPENSES ATTENDING THE DEED OF TRUST; SELLING HOWEVER, 
SUCH PROPERTY FIRST AS THE SAID HITE MAY DESIGNATE, AND TO REFUND UNTO 
THE SAID H1TE ANY SURPLUS THAT MAY REMAIN IN HIS HANDS. 
"IT IS ALSO FURTHER AGREED THAT THE SAID WM.HITE SHALL BE PER -
MITTED TO REMAIN IN THE QUIET AND PEACABLE POSESSI0N OF SAID LAND AND OTr 
ER PROPERTY UNTIL DEFAULT BE MADE1 AS ABOVE DES8R I BED, PROVIDED HE, THE 
SAID HITE RETAINS THE P0SESSION THEREOF WITHIN THE COUNTY Of CABELL~ 
AND, SHOULD HE DISPOSE OF THE SAID PROPERTY OR SUFFER IT TO BE TAKEN 
FROM HIS P0SESSlON WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF LAIDLEY, THEN IT IS FURTHER 
AGREED THAT THE SAID HITE SHALL FORFEIT HIS RIGHT TO THE USE AND OC-
CUPATION THEREOF, AND THE SAID THORNBURGH SHALL TAKE THE SAME INTO HIS 
P0SESSI0N AND KEEP THE SAME UNTIL THE SALE THEREOF SHALL BE REQUESTED 
ACCORDING ~0 THE PROVISIONS ABOVE MENTIONED". 
• l32 :.. 
"tN TESTIMONY WH.EREOf', WE HAVE HEREUNTO SET OUR HANDS AND 
( . · SEALS TH IS DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WR lTTE..Nu. 
(___ 
WM. HITE (SEAL) 
SOLOMON THORNBURGH, (SEAL) 
JOHN LAtDLEY, 
DEED BOOK. IV. PAGES 200, 20 I • 
SALE OF SLAVES: 
(SEAL) 
"THIS INDENTURE, MADE AND ENTERED lr'LTO THIS FIFTEENTH DAY OF 
OCTOBER, IN THE YEAR Of CHRIST ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND 
TWENTY- SEVEN BY AND BETWEEN w·1 LLrAM MATHERS OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL, 
Of THE Fl RST PART, WI LL I AM BUFFING TON Of THE SECOND PART, AND SAMUEL 
HULL, OF THE THIRD PART, 
WHEREAS, THE SAID W LUAM MATHERS IS JUSTLY INDEBTED TO THE 
SAID SAMUEL HULL IN THE SUM OF THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS, AS BY 
NOTE UNDER SEAL BEARING THE DATE EVEN. EVEN WITH THIS PRESENTS WILL 
MOBE FULLY APPEAR, DUE AND PAYABLE TWELVE MONTHS AFTER DATE WfTH 
INTEREST FROM THIS DATE WHICH DEBT THE SAID WILLIAM MATHERS IS WILL-
ING AND Il'ESIROUS TO SECURE. THIS INDENTURE THEREFORE, 
WITI£SSETH, THAT FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE FURTHER SUM OF 
ONE DOLLAR TO THE SAID WILLIAM MATHERS, IN HAND PAID BY THE SAID WILL-
IAM BUFFINGTON, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, HE, THE 
SAID WILLIAM MATHERS HAVE GIVEN, GRANTED, BARGAINED AND SOLD, AND BY 
THESE PRESENTS DO GIVE, GRABT, BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID WILLIAM 
BUFFINGTON., HIS HElRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER, ONE NEGRO WOMAN SLAVE 
NAMED MARIS, AGED NINETEEN YEARS OF AGE, ALSO ONE NEGRO GIRL SLAVE NAMED 
MOARNING TO HAVE AND TOLD UNTO THE SAID WILLIAM BUFFINGTON FOREVER, AND 
THEl R FUTURE INCREASE, UPON TH IS SPEC I AL TRUST. 
NEVERTHELESS, THAT IF THE SAID WILLIAM MATHERS, fflS HEIRS, 
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS SHALL WELL AND TRULY PAY UNTO THE SAID 
-133->: 
SAMUEL HULL, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSlGN.S THE S:AtD SUM OF 
THREE HUNDRED AND Fl FTY OOLLARS WI TH ALL THE I NT ER EST TH!T ■AY HAVE AC-
CRUED THEREON, ON OR BEFORE THE TIME THE SAME BECOMES DUE AND PAYABLE, 
THEN THIS fNDENTlJRE TO BE VOID. Bur IF IT SHOULD so APPE/ .. R THAT THE 
SAID WILLIAM MATHERS, HIS EXECUTORS. ADMINISTRATORS, OR HEIRS SHALL 
FAIL TO PAY UP AND FULLY SATISFY THE SAIB BOND OF THREE HUNDRED AND 
FIFTY DOLLARS AND THE lNTEREST THEREON THAT MAY BECOME DUE, ON OR BE-
FORE THE SAME BECOMES DUE. AND PAYABLE, OR ANY PART THEREOF REMA IN UNPAID 
THEN lT IS AGREED THAT THE SAID WILLIAM BUFFINGTON SHALL SELL THE SAID 
NEGRO WOMAN AND HER FUTURE INCREASE AND THE SAID NEGRO GIRL AND HER FU-
TURE INCREASE, OR SO MUCH THEREOF .AS MAY BE NECESSARY TO RAISE THE SUM 
OF MONEY THAT MAY REMAIN DUE AND PAYABLE ON SAID BOND AT PUBLtC AUCTtON 
FOR READY MONEY, AFTER FIXING THE TIME AND PLACE AT HIS DISCRETION; AND 
FROM THE PROCEEDS THEREOF FIRST PAV AND SATISFYTHE CHARGES ATTENDING THE 
RECORDING AND EXECUTION OF THIS TRUST, AND THEN PAY OFF_; THE SAID BOND 
OF THREE HJNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS WITH ALL THE INTEREST THAT MAY HAVE 
ACCRUED THEREON IN WHATEVER HAND THE SAME MAY BE, AND THE. BALl'.NCE, IF 
ANY, REPAY TO THE SAID'NILLIAM MATHERS. 
"IT IS AGREED BY THE SEVERAL PARTIES TO THIS INDENTIIRE THAT 
UNTIL DEFAULT OF PAYMENT BE MADE BY THE SAID WILLIAM MATHERS IN WHOLE 
OR IN PART OF THE SAIB DEBT AND INTEREST, AND UNTIL FURTHER REQUESTED 
BY THE S:AID SAMUEL HULL, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, AND ASSIGNS, 
THE SAID WILLl~M MATHERS IS TO RETAIN IN HIS use: AND POSESSION THE 
SAID ABOVE GRANTED SLAVES, PROVIDED, THAT THE SAID WILLIAM MATHERS SHALL 
NOT REMOVE THEM BEYOND THE LIMITS OF THIS COUNTY, AND THE EVENT OF HIS DO• 
IN~ SO THEN THE. SAID WILLIAM BUFFINGTON IS TO TAKE. THE POSESSION, RETAIN 
( THE. SAME UNTIL THE OBJECT OF THIS TRUST IS FULLY SATISFIED. 




x~xnx THEIR SEALS THE DAV AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE. WRITTE:Nu. 
WILLI AM MATHERS (SEAL). 
APRIL f827. DEED BoOK IV. PAGES 194f;f95,196,197. 
SALE OF SLAVES AND PROPERTY. 
THIS INDENTURE, MAE THIS THIRD DAY OF APRIL, EtGHTEEN HUNDRED 
AND TWENTY - SEVEN BETWEEN [LISHA McCOMAS AND ANN, HIS WIFE:, AND JAMES 
MCCOMAS OF THE FIRST PART; JOHN SAMUELS, OF THE s:e:coND PART, BEING ALL 
OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL; AND PRENTISS CHUBB OF THE CITY OF RrcHMOND OF TH 
THIRD 
llKfl«Nll PART: WHEREAS, THE SAID [LISHA McCOMAS IS INDEBTED TO THE S.«fD 
CHUBB LN THE SUM OF TWO THOUSAND, TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY- SEVEN DOLLARS, 
S l XTY - EI GHT CENTS, WI TH INTEREST THEREON FROM THE DATE OF THESE PRESENTS 
TO BE PAID TO THE ~AID PRENTISS CHUBB IN MANNER FOLLOWING, THAT IS TO 
SAY: ON£ FOURTH PART OF THE SAID EBT, WITH INTEREST ON THE FIRST Dli OF 
JANUARY, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY- EIGHT; ONE FOURTH PART OF THE RE-
MAINING DEBT WITH INTEREST AT THE EXPIRATION OF SIX MONTHS THEREAFTER; 
ANOTHER FOURTH ON THE FIRST DAY OF JANUARY, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY-
NINE; ANOTHER FOURTH ON THE FIRST DAY OF JULY OF THE SAME YEAR; AND 
THE RESIDUE ON THE FIRST DAY OF JANUARY, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND THIRTY, AS 
WILL MORE FULLY APPEAR BY REFERENCE TO THE BOND OF THE SAID ELISHA MC-
COMAS, AND THE CONDITON THEREOF BEARING EVEN DATE WITH THESE PRESENTS; 
AND, WHEREAS, THE SAID [LISHA MCCOMAS IS DESIROUS TO SECURE THE PAYMENT 
OF THE SAID EBT IN MANNER AFORESAID TO THE SAID PRENTISS CHUBB, NOW 
THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH: 
11THAT THE SAID ELI SHA MCCOMAS AND ANN, HIS WI FE, IN CONS I DE RA -
T ION OF THE SUM OF FIVE DOLLARS, TO THEM IN HAND PAID BY THE SAID JOHN SAMl 
ELS, AT AND BEFORE THE EMSEALIN~ AND DELIVERY OF THESE PRESENTS, THE RE-
CEIPT WHEREOF f S HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED·, HAVE GI VEN, GRANTED, BARGA I NED, AND 
· . · -:-- 135-
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so·LD; AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO GIVE, GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY 
TO THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER ALL THAT TRACT 
OR PARCEL OF LAND LYING AND BEING IN THE COUNTY OF CABELL, ON BIG 
GUYANDOTTE RIVER, AND ON BOTH SIDES THEREOF, WHICH SAID TRACT OR PARCEL 
OF LAND WAS ORIGINALLY PATENTED TO THE LATE 8rSH8P JAMES MADISON, Of 
WtLLtAMSBURGH, AND CONVEYED TO THE SAID ELISHA · McCOMAS BY ROBERT G. ix 
SCOTE AND WIFE, BY DEED DULY RECORDED IN THE CLERKtS OFFICE Of CABELL 
COUNTY, BEARING DATE THE 23RD DAY OF NoVEMBER, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND FOUR-
TEEN, AND WHICH SAID TRAC.T OF LAND, ACCORDING TO THE SAID PATENT AND 
DEED IS BOUNDED AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT: 
t'BEGtNNING AT A LARGE ELM AND SUGAR TREE ON THE SOUTH BANK Of THE 
SAID RIVER, AND RUNNING THENCE SOUTH f8° WEST 96 POLES, CROSSING A BR~NCH 
TO A LARGE POPLAR AND SUGAR TREE. S. 2o 0 E. I 04 POLES TO A LARGE POPLAR AN. 
WHITE OAK, SOUTH 52 POLES TO TWO SUGAR TREES AND WHITE OAK BY A BRANCH; 
THENCE S 37° [ 48 POLES, CROSXING A SMALL BRANCH TO AN ASH AND SUGAR 
TREE, S. 7° E. la) POLES CROSSING A BEND OF THE RIVER AT THE MOUTH Of A 
CREEK; UP THE SAME TO TWO BUCKEYES AND A POPLAR OM A STEEP HILLS IDE; J:K 
TH ENCE S • 50 [. 200 POLES, CROSS I NG THE SAID CREEK FOUR TI MES TO TH REE 
WHITE OAK SAPLINGS; N. 70° E 127 POLES TO A BEECH ON THE RIVER BANK 
AT THE MOUTH OF A BRANCH, S 140° W. 40 POLES ALONG THE BANK Of THE RIVER 
TO A NINE BARKD THENCE LEAVING THE RIVER S.12° E. 1 1· POLES TO A HICKO-
RY AND BEECH; THENCE S. 60° E. 46 POLES TO,A BEECH AND SUGAR TREE; THENCE 
WITH FIVE COURS ES, ACCORDING TO THE SAID DEED· Of SCOTT AND WIFE TO THE 
BEGINNING, FOR WHICH COURSES REFERENCE IS HERE HAD TO THE SAID DEED OF 
ScOTT AND WIFE, CONTAING, ACCORDING TO SAID DEED FIFTEEN HUNDRED ACRES, 
MORE OR LESS, ALL WHICH WILL APPEAR BY REFERENCE TO THE SAID DEED. ALSO, 
(_ THE FOLLOW I NG SLAVES, TO-WIT: GEORGE AGED ABOUT FORTY YEARS; LEW IS, ABOUT 
THIRTY YEARS; LUCINDA, ABOUT TWENTY-TWO AND HER CHILD POLLY ABOUT FOUR 
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YEARS, WITH ALL AND SlNGULAR, THE TENEMENTS, HEREDITAM£NTS, AND APPUR-
TENANCES TO THE SAID TRACT OR PARCEL Of LAND BELONGING, OR lN ANY WISE 
APPERTAINING, AND THE FUTURE INCREASE OF THE SAID FEMALE SLAVES, AND ALL} 
THE ESTATE, RIGHT, TITLE AND INTEREST OF THE SAID ELtSHA McCOMAS AND ANN, · 
HIS Wlf"E. IN AND TO THE SAID GRANTED OR INTENDED TO BE HEREBY CONVEYED TRAC 
OR PARCEL Of LAND AND PREMISES. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SA lD TRACT OR PARCEL Of LAND AND PR~/. M 
lSES WlTH ITS APPURTENANCES, TOGETHER WITH THE AFORESAID SLAVES AND THE . 
FUTURE INCREASE Of THE DEMALES THEREOF UNTC THE SAID JOF-L SAMUELS, HIS 
HEIRS, EXECUTC1 RS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER, BUT UPON TRUST 
NEVERTHELESS, AND FOR THE PURPOSES FOLLOWING, TO-WIT: FIRST, THAT If 
AFTE'R THE LAST INSTALLMENT DUE BY VIRTUE OF THE SAID BOND OR ANY PART 
THEREOF SHALL REMAIN DUE AND UNPAID BY THE SAID ELISHA MCCOMAS, HIS 
HEIRS, EXECUTORS, .ADMINISTRATORS, OR ASSIGNS THEN AND IN THAT CASE THE 
SAID JOHN SAMUELS, HIS HEIRS, Am,;MINISTRATORS /&a ASSIGNS, OR BY HIS OR 
THEIR AGENT OR AGENTS IN THAT BEHALF SELL AND DISPOSE Of IN FEE SIMPLE 
AT PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER FOR READY MONEY THE SAID TRACT 
OR PARCEL OF LAND AND PREMISES, WITH THE APPURTENANCES, TOGETHER WITH 
THE SAIS SLAVES AND THE FUTURE INCREASE OF THE FEMALES THEREOF, OR SUCH 
PARn Of THE SAID HEREBY GRANTED PREMISES AS THE SAID TRUSTEE OR HIS 
SAID REPRESENTATIVE, HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO ACT SHALL THINK SUFFICIENT FOR 
THE PURPOSE or PAYING THE MONEY so REMAINING DUE AND UNPAID "AS AFORESAID 
INCLUDING lNTEREST TO THE TIME FO THE SALE AND ALSO FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
DEFRAYING THE CO$TS AND CHARGES OF SUCH SALE, AND ALL EXPENSE ATTENDING 
THE EXECUTION OF THE TRUST HEREBY CREATED. SECONDLY, TO PAY THE MONEY 
DUE BY VIRTUE or SAID BOND AND THOSE REMAINING UNPAID, INCLUDING INTEREST, 
AS AFORESAID. AND LASTLY, TO ACCOUNT FOR AND PAY OVER TO THE SAID 
ELlSHA MCCOMAS, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS WHATEVER SUM 
( 
( OF' MONEY, OF THE SAID PROCE_EDS MAY REMAIN AFTER THE FIRST TWO OBJECTS 1-R 
HAV~ BEEN gffECTED; BUT THE TIME, PLACE AND TERMS OF' SALE, THE SAID 
JOHN SAMUELS, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR ASSIGNS, AFTER 
FIXING THE TIME AND PLACE AT HIS OWN DISCRETION SHALL GIVE AT LEAST 
THIRTY DAYS NOTICE BY CAUSING AN ADVERTISEMENT THEREOF TO BE rNSERTED 
IN SOME NEWSPAPER PRINTED IN CHARLESTON, KANAWHA COUNTY If THERE BE 
ONE; IF NOT, THEN IN ANY PAPER HE OR THEY MAY DEEM PROPER, AND ALSO NOT 
IF'Y THE SAME BY ADVERTISEMENT TO BE SET UP AT THE DOOR OF THE COURT 
HOUSE OF CABELL COUNTY, ON SOME COURT DAY, PREVIOUS TO THE DAY OF SALEn . 
THE NEGRO IN WEST VIRGINIA. 
SLAVE AND PROPERTY SALE CONTI MJED. 
l lNCREASE OF THE SAID FEMALE SLAVES, AND ALL THE ESTATE, RIGHT, TITLE, 
AND I NT ER EST OF THE S A ID ELI SHA MCCOMAS AND ANN, Ht S Wt f"'E t N AND TO 
THE SAID GRANTED OR INTENDED TO BE EQlnJtXD HEREBY GRANTED TRACT OR 
PARCEL Of LAND AND PREMISES: 
nTo HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SA ID TRACT OR PARCEL OF LAND AND 
PREMISES WITH (TS APPURTENANCES, TOGETHER WITH THE AFORESAID SLAVES 
AND THE FUTURE lNDREASE OF THE FEMALES THEREOF, UNTO THE SAtD JOHN 
SAMUELS, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER; BUT 
UPON TRUST, NEVERTHELESS, AND FOR THE PURPOSES FOLLOWHtG, TO-Wf T: 
FIRST, THAT IF, AFTER THE LAST INSTALLMENT DUE HUPON SAID BOND OR ANY 
PART THEREOF SHALL REMAIN DUE AND UNPAID BY THE SAID ELISHA MCCOMAS, 
HIS HEIRS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR ASSIGNS, THEN AND IN TlfAT CASE THE SAl"D 
JOHN SAMUELS, HIS HEIRS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS SHALL, THEREAF-
TER, WHEN REQUIRED BY THE SAID CHUBB, HIS E_XECTUOTORS, ADMINtSTRATOR~ 
OR ASSIGNS, OR BY HIS, OR THEIR AGENT OR :\GENTS IN THAT BEHALF SELL 
AND DISPOSE Of IN FEE SIMPLE AT PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE HfGHEST BtDDER, 
FOR READY MONEY THE SAID TRACT OR PARCEL Of LAND AND PREMISES, WITH Tf-E 
APPURTENANCES, TOGETHER WITH THE SAID SLAVES AND THE FUTURE INCREASE 
OF THE FEMALES THEREOF; OR SUCH PART OF THE SAID HEREBY GRANTED PREMIS 
ES AS THE SAID TRUSTTE, OR HIS REPRESENTATIVE~ HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO 
ACT, SHALL THINK SUFFICIENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF PAYING THE MONEY SO RE-
MAINING DUE AND UN- PAfD. AS AFORESAID, INCLUDING INTEREST TO THE TIME 
OF THE SALE, AND ALSO FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEFRAY I NG THE COSTS AND 
CHARGES OF SUCH SALE; AND AFTER MAKING SUCH S~LE AND RECEIVING THE 
PROCEEDS THEREOF , SHALL WITHOUT DELAY PROCEED FIRST TO DISCHARGE THE 
COSTS AND CHARGES Of SUCH SALE, AND ALL EXPENSE ATTENDING THE ~ XECUTION 




OF SAID BOND AND THOSE. REMAINlNG UN,-PAlD, lNCLUDlNG LNTEREST, AS 
AFORESA Io; AND LASTLY, TO ACCOUNT FOR AND PAY OVER TO THE SA rn ELrSHA 
MCCOMAS. HIS EXE UTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR ASSIGNS WHATEVER SU~ OF 
SALD 
MONEY OF THE PROCEEDS: MAY REMAIN AFTER THE TWO FIRST OBJECT BAY6 
BEEN EFFECTED; BUT OF THE TIME, PLACE, AND TERMS OF SALE, THE SA fD 
JOHN SAMUELS, HIS HEIRS, EXECOTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR ASStGNS AF-
TER FIXlNG THE TIME AND PLACE AT HIS OWN DfSCRETION SHALL GfVE AT 
LEAST THIRTY DAYS NOTICE BY CAUSfNG AN ADVERTISEMENT THEREOF'" TO BE 
INSERTED IN SOME NEWSPAPER PRINTED IN CHARLESTON, KANAWHA COUNTY, 
IF THERE BE ONE; lf NOT, THEN IN ANY PAPER HE, OR THEY MAY DEEM PRO-
PER, AND ALSO NOT I FY THE SAME BY ADVERTISEMENT TO BE SET UP Ai THE 
DOOR OF .THE COURT HOUSE OF CABELL COUNTY ON SOME COURT DAY, PREVIOUS 
TO THE DAY OF' SALE11 • 
rtSECOl~DLY, THIS INDENTURE IS, UPON THIS FURTHER CONFIDENCE, 
THAT THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR A 
ASSIGNS TO HOLD POSESSION OF PEACABLY AND QUIETLY AND TO USE THE 
FUTURE 
SAID TRACT OF LAND TOGETHER W lTH THE 5-AlD SLAVES AND THEIR INCREASE 
AND TO TAKE THE RENTS, ISSUES, AND PROFITS THEREOF TO HIS, OR THEIR 
OWN USE UNTIL DEFAULT BE MADE IN THE PAYMENT Of THE SA ID BOND, EITHER 
IN WHOLE, OR IN PART, AS AFORE.IAID. HE, AND THEY PAYING ALL TAXES, AS-
SESSMENTS, DUES AND CHARGES THEREON DURING THE TIME OF HIS, ORTHERR 
SO HOLDING THE SAME; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT THE SA ID SLAVES AND 
THEIR FUTURE INCREASE SHALL NOT BE SENT OR CARRIED, OR ATTEMPTED TO BE 
SENT OR CARRiJJEE OUT Of THE SAID COUNTY Of CAB;ELL WITHOUT THE PERMISSION aJ 
OF THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR 
ASSIGNS; AND LASTLY, THIS INDENTURE lS MADE UPON THIS CONF'lDENCE THAT 
WHEN ALL THE MONEY, BOTH PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST DUE BY VIRTUE OF' THE 
SAID BOND SHALL. BE PAID, AND A SALE OF' THE SAID LAND AND SLAVES, SHALL 
( 
C 
aE .RENDERED UNNECAS6ARY FOR THAT AND OTHER PURPOSES OF THts· rNDtl 
ENT RE THEN AND IN THAT CASE THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS, HtS HErRS, EX 
ECUTORS, ADMlNlSTRATORS OR ASSlGNS SHALL RECOVER THE SAID LAND AND 
SLAVES, AND THELR FUTURE INCREASE WITH ALL THE E.STATE AND LNTEREST 
THEREIN CONVEYED TO HlM, OR THEM UNTO TH~ SAID. ELtSHA MCCOMAS, 
HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINlSTRATORS, OR ASSLGNS WHEN THERAFTER RE -
QUIRED TO DO SO, THE SAID ELISHA MCCOMAS HEIRS, EXE..CUORS, ADMINIS -
TRATORS, OR ASS t GNS PAYl NG THE EXP.ENSE THERE.Of 11 • 
-
"AND THE SAID ELtSH_A MCCOMAS AND ANN, H lS WLFE, FOR THEMSELVES, 
THEIR HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS DO HEREBY COVENANT, PROMtSE 
AND AGREE TO AND WITH THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, 
ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER, AS FOLLOWS, THAT IS TO SAY THAT 
THEY, THE SAID ELtSHA MCCOMAS AND ANN, HIS WIFE, THEIR HEtRS, ADMtN -
ISTRATORS, EXECU<JORS, THE AfORESAID TRACT OR PARCEL OF LAND AND PREM-
ISES, WITH THE APPURTENANCES -mKl(&IWt TOGETHER W tTH THE AFORESAfD SLA'-5 
AND THE FUTI RE I NC REASE OF THE FEMALES THEREOF" UNTO THE SA l D JOHN SAM-
UELS, , HIS HElRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS AGAlNST ALL 
PERSONS WHATSOEVER &HALL AND WLLL WARRANT AND FOREVER DEFEND BY THESE 
PRESENTS THAT THEY WI LL PAY ALL TAXES, ASSESSMENTS, DUES AND CH ./\RGES 
UPON THE SAID LAND AND SLAVES, AND THEIR FUTURE lNCREASE DURrNG THE 
TIME THE SAME, OR ANY PART THEREOF SHALL RMMAIN IN THE POSESSION OF EIT~ 
ER OF THEM, , THEIR, OR EITHER OF THElR HEIRS, OR ASSIGNS, AS ABOVE MEN~ 
TtONED; AND, MOREOVER, AFTER A SALE THEREOF OR OF ANY PART THEREOF, 
UPON REQUEST, EXE.CUTE AND .: ELI VER ANY DEED OR DEEDS, AND DO EVERY O-
THER ACT CONSIDERED NECESSARY BY COUNSEL FOR CONFIRMING OR EMITTrNG 
THE TITLE OR TITLES OF ANY PURCHASER, OR PURCHASERS, FREE Or ALL EXPENSE 
OR CHARBES WHATSOEVER TO HlM, OR THEM. AND THE SAIDE; ISHA MCCOMAS 
AND JAMES MCCOMAS, FOR THEMSELVES, THEIR HEIRS, EXECUITORS AND ADMIN-
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l~STRATORS, AND EACH Of' THEM, JOLNTLY AND SEVERALLY, THEIR JOINT AND 
SEVERAL HEIRS, EXECUll70RS AND ADMLNSlTRATORS AND ASSlGNS, THAT HE, 
THE SAID ELtSHA MCCOMAS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS SHALL, WJLL 
AND TRULY PAV TO THE SAID PRENTISS CHUBB, HlS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRA-
TORS, OR ASSIGNS THE SAID SUM Ot Two THOUSAND, Two HUNDRED AND TWENTY-. .. 
SEVEN DOLLARS, SIXTY-EIGHT CENTS WITH INTEREST THEREON AS AFORE SAID 
IT THE TIME AND IN THE MANNER HEREIN FfRST BEFORE RECITED: THAT THE 
SAID LAND AND THE S.AfD SLAVES AND THEIR FUTURE INCR EASE SHALL BE DE-
LIVERED TO THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS,- HIS HEIRS, EXECUTO.RS, ADMrNfSTRA-
TORS OR .\ ASSIGNS, TO ANSWER ALL THE tNTENTIONS AND PURPOSES OF THIS 
INDENTURE ACCO.RDING TO THE TRUE INTENT AND MEANING THEREOF"; AND THAT 
THE SAID LAND AND SLAVES ARE FREE FROM ALL AND EVERY LtEN, CHARGE, 
I NCUMBRANCE OR LI EN THEREON. AND THE SA tD EL t·SHA MCCOMAS FOR H rM-SELF 
HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND ADMINlSTRATORS, "FURTHER COFENANT AND AGREE WIIJrH 
THE SAtD PRENTISS CHUBB, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINJSTRATORS AND ASSIGNS, THAT r 
THE JUDGMENT OF L. AND M. ,~LLEN IN KANAWHA SUPERIOR COURT AGAINST THE 
SAID ELtSHA McCoMAS FOR 1779 DOLLARS AND THIRTY-SEVEN CENTS WITH lNT-
EREST THEREON FROM THE 22ND DAY Ot JANUARY, 1822, UNTIL PAtD, AND THE 
COTS, 7 DOLLARS AND 82 CENTS, 'M-IICH SAID JUDGMENT IS THE PROPERTY Of' 
THE SAID CHUBB AND FOR WHICH THE BOND HEREINBEFORE RECITED IS PAID AND 
SATISFIED BUT SHALL CONTINUE IN FORCE AS A FURTHER SECURITY FOR 
THE PAYMENT OF THE SAID BOND SO THAT THE SAID PRENTISS CHUBB, HIS EXECU-
TORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS AFTER THE PROCEEDS OF THIS -rNDENTURE 
SHALL HAVE BEEN APPLIED TO THE ,-AYMENT OF THE SA ID BoND MAY RESORT TO 
THE SAID JUDGMENT, OR TO THE SAID BOND, OR TO BOTH FOR WNY BALANCE WHICH 
MAY REMAIN DUE AND UNPAID OF THE SAID BoNDtt. 
u IT IS FURTHER COVENANTED AND AGREED BETWEN THE SAID McCOMAS 
AND THE SAID CHUBB THAT THE MORTGAGE ON CERTAIN LANDS tN GREENBRIER 
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: COUNTY FOR THE BENE.FlT OF THE SAID CHUBB SHALL REMA.IN AND CONTfNUE 
AS FURTHER SECURlTY FOR THE DEBT HERElNB.EFORE MENTtONED IN LlKE MAN-
NER AS If- THtS rNDENTURE HAD BEEN MADE". 
"IT IS FURTHER UNDERSTOOD BY THE SAID CHUBB THAT TWO SMALL PAR-
CELS Of LAND Of ONE HUNDRED ACRES EACH, PART Of THE TRACT OF LAND Of 
F IFTEEN HUNDRED ACRES, HEREBY CONVPl"[ED TO THE SAID JOHNSAMUELS HAVE 
BEEN SOLD HERETOFORE AND CONVEYED TO WtLLf AM McCOMAS. AS TO_ ONE PARCEL 
AND TO ROLAND BIAS AS TO THE OTHER PARCEL OF ONE HUNDRED ACRES; 
AND THOUGH WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES HEREBY CONVEY-ED TO THE SAID JOHN SAM 
UELS, ARE NOT CONSIDERED AS P-ASStNG BY TH IS rNDENTUREn .. 
"IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE SAID PARTIES HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEIR 
HANDS AND SEALS THE DAY AND. YEAR ABOVE WRITTEN". 







AUGUST 20, 1828 COURT. DEED 8001( IV. PAGES 474 AND 475. 
SALE OF SLAVES. 
nTHIS INDENTURE MADE THE 20TH DAY OF AUG UST, 1828, BETWEEN 
JACOB HITE, Of THE FIRST PART, WILLIAM HITE, OF THE SECOND PART, AND 
BENJAMIN BROWN, OF THE THIRD PART, 'NITNESSE.n~: THAT, WHEREAS THE 
SAID BENJAMIN BROWN DlD SOMETIME IN THE YEAR OF CHRIST,1827, ENTER AS 
SECURITY FOR THE SAID JACOB HITE. TO STAY UNTIL THE FURTHER ORDER OF 
THE S UPERIOR COURT OF CHANCERY HELD AT RICHMOND; ALL FURTHER PROCEEI 
lNGS AND JUDGMENTS AT LAW RECOVERED BY THE ,COMMONWEALTH (';AGAINST THE 
(_ SAtD JACOB HITE, AND OTHERS fN THE GBlfilERAL COURT, AND, WHEREAS, THE 




,BROWr-! FROM ALL 1..0SSES AND DAMAGE.S HE MA y INCUR BY REASON Of HIS SURE-
TY SHIP AFORESAID. 
Now, THIS INDENTURE, WLTNESSETH: THAT THE SAID JACOB Htn: 
FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES AFORESAID, AND FOR AND IN 
CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM or ' FIVE DOLLARS TO HlM IN HAND PAID BY THE 
SAID WI LL t AM H tTE:, THE RECEIPT WHERE IF I SH HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, HE THE 
.SAID JACOB HITE HATH GRANTED, BARGAINED, AND SOLD, AND BV THESE PRE-
SENTS DO GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID WILLtAM HlTE:, HIS 
HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER, THE FOLLOWtNG PROPERTY, TO-WtT: ONE NEGRO 
WOMAN SLAVE NAMED DELPH AND HER SIX CHILDREN, vtz: NELSON, MARY, 
WESTLEY, LOUISA, RANDLE, AND AMERtCA, FOURTEEN HEAD OF CATTLE, TWO 
. HORSES,. FIFTY HEAD OF HOGS, SEVEN HEAD OF SHEEP, MY CROP OF CORN STAND 
lNG l'N THE FIELD, ONE WHEAT STACK, FARMING TOOLS, INCLUDING PLOUGHS, 
HOES, AXES, GEARS AND HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN FURNITURE. To HAVE AND TO 
HOLD THE SAID PROPERTY UNTO HIM, THE SAID WILLIAM HITE, HIS HEIRS AND 
ASSIGNS FOREVER UPON THE FOLLOWING TRUST AND CONDITION, THAT IS TO 
SAY: IF THE SAID BENJAMIN BROWN, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND A:OMINIS-
TRATORS SHALL BECOME LIABLE TO PAY THE SAID JUDGMENT OF THE GENERAL 
COURT WITH THE DAMAGES AND COSTS, OR ANY PART THEREOF BY REASON OF 
HIS SURETYSHIP, AS AFORESAID, THEN AND IN THAT CASE THE SAIDWILLrAM 
HITE UPON' REQUEST OF THE SAID BENJAMIN BROWN OR HIS PROPER REPRESENT-
ATIVE, SHALL SELL THE SAID NEGROES, AND OTHER PROPERTY ABOVE NAMED, 
TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER FOR READY MONEY AT PUBLIC AUCTtON, HAVING FIRST 
ADVERTISED THE TJME AND PLACE OF ~ALE AT LEAST ONE MONTH ON THE FRONT 
DOOR OF THW COURT HOUSE OF CAB£LL COUNTY, AND THE MONEY ARIStNG FROM 
SUCH SALE SHALL BE GIVEN TO HE SAID BENJAMIN BROWN FOR THE PURPOSE Of 
RELEASING HIMSELF FROM HIS LIABILITY AS THE SECURITY OF THE SAID JACOB 
HI TE:. BUT SHOULD THE SAID JACOB HITE, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS OR 
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( ADMlN.lSTRATOQS PAV AND DLSCHARGE THE JUDGMENT AF'ORESKlD WITH ALL SUCH 
COSTS AND DAMAGES AS MAY BE ASARDED AGAINST HlM AND HIS SAID SECURITY 
THEN THIS [NDENTURE IS TO BE NULL AND VOID, AND Of NO EF'FECTu. 
u [N TEST lMONY WHEREOF THE PART LES KI.Kll« TO THE DEED HAVE 
• · 
SIGNED AND SEALED THE SAME ON THE DAY AND YEAR flRST ABOVE WRITTEN 11 • 
JACOB HITE (SEAL) 
WILLlAM HITE (SEAL). 
StGNED, SEALED, AND DELIVERED 
tN THE PRESENCE Of 
CABELL COUNTY COURT CLERK ts Off' l ce:, AUGUST 20TH, 1828. 
THIS DEED Of TRUST fROM JACOB HITE TO WILLLAM HITE fOR THE 
USE Of BENJAMIN BROWN WAS THIS DAY PRESENTED TO ME, THE CLERK Of' 
CABELL COUNTY COURT AND WAS DULY ACKNOWLEDGED BY THE SAID JACOB HITE 
TO BE HIS ACT AND DEED, THE SAME IS ADMITTED TO RECORD. 
TESTE: JOHN SAMUE:LS, CK. OF C. G." 
APRIL 1829 COURT. DEED BOOK IV. PAGE 527. 
SALE OF PROPERTY AND SLAVES. 
"THIS INDENTURE, MADE THE 20TH DAY Of APRIL IN THE YEAR Of' OUR 
LORD ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND TWENTY- NtNE BETWEEN WILLIAM LOVE, 
ANTHONY HAMPSTON, SUSANNAH HIS WIFE, LATE SUSANNAH LOVE OF THE FIRST 
PART, AND DAN I EL LOVE, Of' THE 0TH ER PART. 
tlWITNESSETH: THAT, WHEREAS CHARLES LOVE, DECEASED, DID BY HIS 
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT, DATED THE LST DAY Of JUNE, 18t9 DEVISE TO '.:>U-
SANNAH LOVE, HIS THEN WIFE, ALL HIS LAND, TOGETHER WITH FlVE NEGROES 
AND ALL THE PROPERTY BELONGING TO THE SAID LAND; Now, THEREFORE, THS 
INDENTURE WITNESSETH, THAT THE SAID PARTIES OF' THE FIRST PART, FOR 




PAlD BY THE SAID DANLEL LOVE, THE RECELPT ~EREOF IS HEREBY ACKNOWL• 
EDGED, THEY THE SAID PARTIES OF THE FIRST PART HAVE GRANTED, BAR-
GAINED AND SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL 
UNTO THE SAID I:ANIEL LOVE, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER, ALL THE 
REVERSIONARY INTEREST WHICH THEY MAY LAWFULLY OR EQUITABLE CLAIM . 
UNDER THE SAID WILL OF THE SAID CHARLES LOVE, DECEASED, TO ANY Of 
THE THRC::E NEGROES WHlCH ARE NOW REMAINING, OR BELONGING TO THE SAID 
ESTATE, AND ALSO ALL INTEREST WHICH THEY, THE SAID PARTIES OF THE 
FIRST PART MAY, AT THE DE4TH Of THE SAID SUSANNAH LOVE HAVE lN ANY 
STOCK BELONGING TO THE SAID FARM AT THE TIME OF THE DEATH OF THE 
SAID SUSANNAH LOVE, THAT IS, OR SHALL BE THE INCREASE OF THE PROPERTY , 
LEFT BY THE SAID CHARLES LOVE, DEC' D; AND THE SAID PART I ES OF THE 
FlRST PART ALSO CONVEY ALL SUCH INTEREST AS THEY MAY HAVE IN SAID 
NEGROES, OR THEIR INCREASE AS THEY MAY OR MIGHT HAVE BEEN ENTITLED TO 
UNDER THE SAID WILL OF THE SAID CHARLES· LOVE, DEcto, PROVrDED THIS 
CONVEYANCE HAD NEVER BEEN MADE 11 • 
11 l T l S ALSO AGREED WHATEVER Of THE PROPERTY THAT W/-. S LEFT BY 
THE SAID CHARLES LOVE, DEC 1 D, AT THE. TIME OF HIS DEATH, TO THE SAID 
SUSANNAH LOVE SHALL NOT BE DISPOSED Of BY Y.HE SAID SUSANNAH LOVE BE-
FORE HER DEATH; THAT THEN THE SAID DANIEL LOVE SHALL BE ENTITLED TO 
ALL THE INTEREST THEREIN THAT MIGHT BE CLAIMED BY THE PARTIES OF THE 
FIRST PART 11 .. 
''IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE. SAID PARTIES OF THE FIRST PART 
HAVE HEREUNTO SET OUR HANDS AND SEALS THIS DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE 
WR I TTEN11 • 
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WILLI AM LOVE (SEAL) 
LEVI SHORTIDGE (SEAL) 
ELIZABETH A.S!ORTRIDGE (SEAL) 
ANTHONY HAMPTON (SEAL 
SUSANNAH HAMPTON (SEAO''. 
,-··•' II_, 
f ' . 
JUNE. 22, 1829. DE.ED BooK IV. PAGES 529 AND 530. 
SALE OF SLAVES. 
"THIS INDENTURE MADE THE. 22ND DAY OF' JUNE rs29, BETWEEN JACOB 
HITE, OF THE F'IRST PART, ABSALOM HOLDERBY OF THE SECOND PART, AND 
JAMES HOLDERBY AND ROBERT HOLDERBY, TRADING UNDER THE FIRM NAME OF 
JAMES HOLDERBY & Co., ALL OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL, AND THE STATE OF 
VIRGINIA, OF THE THIRD PART, 
WITNESSETH: THAT, WHEREAS, THE SAID PARTY OF THE FIRST PART 
IS ~USTLY INDEBTED TO THE PARTY OF' THE THIRD PA~T IN THE SUM OF ONE 
HUNDRED AND THIRTY-EIGHT DOLLARS AND FIFTY-THREE CENTS BY NOTE BEAR-
ING DATE TH~ 20TH OF JUNE, 1829, DUE ONE DAY AFTER DATE; AND WHEREAS, 
THE SAID PARTY or THE FIRST PART IS WILLING AND DESIROUS OF SECURfNG 
UNTO THE SAID PARTY OF THE THIRD PART THE AFORESAID DEBT OF ONE HUNDRED 
AND THIRTY-EIGHT DbLLARS AND FIFTY-THREE CENTS, TOGETHER WITH THE rN-
TEREST THAT WILL ACCRUE ON THE SAME.; Now THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH: 
THAT THE SAID PARTY OF THE FIRST PART FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF 
THE PREMISES AFORESAID, AND FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES 
AF'ORESAID, AND FOR AND INCONSIDERATION OF THE SUM OF ONE DOLLAR TO 
HIM IN HAND PAID BY THE SAID PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, THE RECEIPT 
WHEREOF IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, HE, THE SAID PARTY OF THE FIRST PART 
HATH GRANTED, BARGAINED, AND SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DOTH GRANT, 
BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, HIS HEIRS AND 
ASSIGNS FOREVER, THE FOLLOWING SLAVES TO-WIT: ONE NEGRO WOMAN NAMED 
DELF AND HER SIX CHILDREN, VIZ: NELSON, MARY, WESTLEY, LOUISA, RANDLE, 
AND /\MERICA; ALSO "T HE FOLLOWING PROPERTY, VIZ: FOURTEEN HEAD OF CATTLE, 
TWO HORSES, FIFTY HEAD OF HOGS, SEVEN HEAD OF SHEEP, MY CROP OF CORN, 
(' ". WHEAT, OATS, AND RYE NOW STANDING IN THE FIELD, INCLUDING PLOUGHS, HOES, 
AXES, GEARS, AND HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN FURNITURE. 
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( "To HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID SLAVES, AND OTHER PROPERTY AFORE-
SAID UNTO HIM, THE SAID PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, HIS HEIRS AND AS-
SrGNS FOREVER TO AND FOR THE USE OF HIM THE SAID PAETY OF THE SEDOND PART 
HlS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER; UPON TRUST NEVERTHELESS, THAT IS TO SAY, 
THE SALD PARTY OF THE FlRST PART IS TO HOLD THE POSESSlON Of THE SAi& 
SLAVES UNTIL HE MAKE DEFAULT IN THE PAYMENT LFOF' THE MONEY HEREINAFTER 
MENTIONED, OR UNTIL HE, OR HIS PROPER REPRESENTATIVES, OR ANY OTHER PER-
SON SHALL ATTEMPT TO REMOVE THE SAIS SLAVES WITHOUT THE LIMITS OF THIS eG 
CoUNTY; AND IF ANY ATTEMPT SHOULD BE MADE TO REMOVE SAID SLAVES 
THEN IT IS AGREED THAT THE SAID PARTY OF THE SECOND PART SHALL TAKE THE 
SAID SLAVES 1/'J HIS POSESSION AND HOLD THEM SUBJECT TO THE DISPOSAL or, 
AS .HEREAFTER MENTIONED; THAT IS TO SAY THAT IF THE PARTY Of THE FIRST 
P·ART, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, OR ADMINISTRATORS SHALL FAIL TO PA'i' TO THE 
SAID PARTY OF THE THIRD PART THE SAID SUM OF ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-ErGHT 
DOLLARS AND FIFTY- THREE CENTS ON, OR BEFORE _THE 22ND DAY. Of JUNE, IN 
THE YEAR 1830, 
1~HEN AND IN THAT CASE ,THE SAID PARTY OF THE SECOND PART SHALL 
SELL THE SAID SLAVES AND OTHER PUBLIC PROPERTY AT PUBLIC AUCTION TO 
THE HIGHEST BIDDER FOR READY MONEY, OR SO MUCH THEREOF AS MAY BE 
SUFFICIENT, HAVING FIRST ADVERTISED THE TIME AND PLACE OF SALE AT 
LEAST TWENTY DAYS BEFORE, ON THE FRONT IXD.OR OF THE COURT HOUSE OF CA-
BELL COUNTY; AND OUT OF THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH SALE FIRST, SATISFY AND 
PAY THE CHARGES ATTENDING THE EXECUTION OF THIS TRUST AND THEN PAY AND 
SATISFY THE PARTY Of THE THIRD PART THE SAID SUM Of ONE HUNDRED AND 
THIRTY- EIGHT DOLLARS AND FIFTY-THREE CENTS, WITH THE INTEREST THAT MAY 
BE DUE THEREON. · BUT IF THE S.AID PARTY OF THE FIRST PART, HIS HEIRS, 
( EXECUTORS, OR ADMINISTRATORS S,HALL PAY TO THE SAID PARTY OF THE THIRD 
PART, THEIR HEIRS, OR PROPER REPRESENTATIVES THE SAID SUM OF ONE 
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( HUNDRED AND TH I RTY- E I GHT DOLLARS AND f I E'TY- THREE CENTS WI TH THE I.N-
TEREST THEREON: ON, OR BEFORE THE 22ND DAY Of JUNE., 183011 ,. 
THEN, AND IN THAT CASE THIS INDENTURE IS TO BE NULL AND VOID. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, THE PARTIES TO THLS DEED HAVE SIGNED 
AND SEALED THE SAME ON THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN". 
JACOB HtTE (SEAL) 11 • 
MARCH, 1830 COURT. DEED BOOK IV. PAGES 570 AND 571 . 
TRANSFER OF SLAVES.· 
ttTHtS INDENTURE, MADE THE EIGHTH DAY OF JANUARY, ONE THOUSAND, 
EIGHT HUNDRED AND TWENTY- ONE, BETWEEN EDWARD NICHOLLS, OF THE FIRST PAR~ 
AND MATILDA VINCENT, OF THE SECOND PART, BOTH OF THE COUNTY OF JEFFER -
SON, Vt RGI N.I A. WIHIEREAS, THE SAID EDWARD IS POSESSED OF, · S HIS OWN 
PROPER GOODS AND CHATTELS THE FOLLOWING NEGRO SLAVES, TO-WIT: 
LYDIA, A WOMAN SLAVE ABOUT SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE AND HER FEMALE CHILD 
NAMED DARKEV; AVERY, A GIRL ABOUT ELEVEN YEARS OF AGE, AND WASHINGTON, A 
' 
BOY ABOUT NI NE YEARS OF AG E,- WHICH SAID NEGRO SLAVES DESCENDED TO ANN 
W. NICHOLLS (LATE ANN 'N . VINCENT), WIFE OF THE SAID EDWARD, AS ONE OF 
THE HEIRS OF HER FATHER JOHN VINCENT, LATE OF MONTGOMERY CoUNTY, MARYLAIJ& 
BY REASON WHEREOF THE SAID EDWARD BECAME ENTITLED TO THE SAID SLAVES 
AND, WHEREAS, THE SAID EDW!>.RD IS WILLING AND DESIROUS THAT THE SAID 
SLAVES SHOULD BE HELD AND SECURED FOR THE SOLE AND SEPARATE USE OF 
SAID WIFE, ANN W. NICHOLLS, fREE AND SECURE FROM ALL FUTURE CON -
TRACTED DEBTS OR ENGAGEMENTS TO BE MADE OR CONTRACTED BY THE SAID ED-
WARD. 
nNow, THIS fNDENTURE WITNESSETH: THAT THE SAID EDWARD, FOR AND 
( IN CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES AND FOR THE FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF 
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SEALING AND DELIVERY OF ntESE PRESENTS, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF IS 
HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, HATH BARGAIN:ED, SOLD TRANSFERRED, AND SET OVER 
SAID MATILDA VINCENT THE ABOVE MENTIONED SLAVES, TO-WIT: LYDIA AND 
HER CHILD DARKEY, AVERY AND WASHINGTON, AND THEIR INCREASE, TO HOLD, 
?OSESS~ AND ENJOY THE SAID SLAVES AND THEIR SERVICES FOREVERt'• 
ttj N TRUST, HOWEVER, FOR THE SOLE SEPARATE AND EXCLUSIVE USE 
AND BENEFIT OF THE SAID ANN. W. NlCHOLLS, WIFE OF THE SAID-EDWARD, 
FOR AN.D DURING HER NATURAL Lle'E, WHOSE RECEIPT FOR THE SERVICES, 
HtRES, OR PROFITS OF THE SAID SLAVES SHALL BE A GOOD AND SUFFICIENT 
DfSCHARGE rOR THE SAME. AND, SHOULD THE SAID EDWARD SURVIVE THE 
SAID ANN W. NICHOLLS THEN FOR THE USE AND BENEFIT OF THE SAID EDWARD 
DURING HIS NATURAL LtFE, AFTER WHOSE DEATH THE SAID NEGROES WITH THER 
INCREASE SHALL PASS, AND GO TO THE PROPER HEIRS Of THE SAID ANN W. 
NICHOLLS". 
r-JAND 'THE SAID MATILDA COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT SHE WILL 
PERMIT THE SAID ANN W. DURING HER NATURAL LIFE TO HAVE AND ENJOY\iTHE 
use:, PROFITS, AND SERVICES OF THE SAID NEGROES, WITH THEIR INCREASE, 
TO THE SOLE SEPARATE AND EXCLUSIVE use:; AND THAT THE SAID EDWARD, 
SHOULD HE SURVIVE THE SAID ANN w., HIS WIFE, SHALL HAVE THE use:, 
PROFITS AND SERVICES OF SAID NEGROES AND THEIR INCREASE DURING HIS 
NATURAL LI FE.11 • 
"IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF THE SAID EDWARD NICHOLLS AND MATILDA 
VINCENT HAVE SET THEIR HANDS AND SEALS THE DAV AND DATE FIRST WRITTEN" 
EDWARD NICHOLLS (SEAL) 
MAT l LDA Vt NC ENT (SEAL)". 
SEALED AND IEL I VER ED IN THE PRESENCE · 
OF TH.OS .. RlGG.S.t JR., R. WORTH ING-




. SEPTEMBER, 183-1. DEED BOOK IV. PAGES 32, 33, AND 34. 
SALE OF PROPERlY AND SLAVES: 
''THIS INDENTURE, MADE THE 20TH DAY Of SEPTEMBER, IN THE YEAR 
OF OUR LORD CHRIST ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND TWENTY-ONE, BE-
TWEEN JACOB HITE, OF THE FIRST PART, SOLOMON THORNBURG, Of THE SECOND 
PART, AND JAMES HOLDERBY AND ROBERT HOLDERBY, MERCHANTS TRADING .UN-
DER THE NAME OF JAMES HGLDERBY & Co. OF THE TH (RD .PART, ALL Of CABELL 
COUNTY, VIRGINIA, 
11WITNESSETH: THAT WHEREAS THE SAID JACOB HITE IS JUSTLY INDEBT 
ED TO THE PARTIES OF THE THIRD PART IN THE SUM Of TWO HUNDRED AND 
SEVENTY-SEVEN DOLLARS, TWELVE AND ONE- HALF CENTS BY NOTE BEARING 
DATE WITH THESE PRESENTS, WHICH WI LL BECOME DUE AND PAYABLE TWELVE 
MONTHS AFTER DATE, AND WHEREAS THE SAID JACOB HITE rs WILLING AND DESI& 
OUS Of SECURING TO THE SAID PARTIES OF THE THIRD PART THE SAID SUM OF 
MONEY' AT THE TIME THE SAME SHALL BECOME DUE AND PAYABLE''• 
ltNow, THIS INDENTURE WITNESSE.TH: THAT THE SAID PARTY OF THE 
FIRST PART FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION Of THE SUM OF ONE DOLLAR TO HIM 
lN HAND PAID BY THE SAID SOLOMON THORNBURG, THE RECEIPT v11HEREOF IS 
HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, HE THE SAID PARTY OF THE FIRST PART HATH GRANTED, 
BARGAINED, AND SOLD UNTO THE SAID SOLOMON THORNBURG, AND HIS HEIRS AND 
ASSIGNS A CERTAIN TRACT, OR PARCEL Of LAND SITUATE, LYING AND BEING 
lN THE SAID COUNTY OF CABELL ON THE OHIO AND GUYANDOTTE RIVERS, AND IS 
BOUNDED AS FOLLOWS, TO- WIT: BEGINNING AT A SUGAR MAPLE ON THE OHIO 
RIVER, 14" IN DIAMETER, STANDING ABOUT SEVEN CHAINS BELOW THE LOWER Llfi: 
OF A WASTE CLEARING AT A THENCE UP THE OHIO WITH ITS MEANDERS N 75 
E 8 CHAINS, 25 LINKSN. 71° E. 33 CHAINS, 75 LINKS TO A LARGE BEECHMARKED 
J·.L.S.L.W. 1775 AT 8, THENCE S. 17° E 90 CHAINS TO A LARGE BLACK OAK 
STANDING ON THE SOUTH BANK OF THE GUYANDOTTE RIVER ATC, MARKED ON ACOR 
:~52-
C 
NER OF THE ~IVlSLO.N OF 1775-, THENCE DOWN GUYANDOTTE RIVER WfTH ITS 
MEANDERS S 59° W 5 CHAINS, 39 LINKS, S. 53°, W 17 CHAINS 73 LrNKS, 
S. €() 0 W 6 CHAINS, 50 LINKS S. 45° W (7 CHAINS TO A MULBERRY ON THE 
BANK AT 0, FROM WHICH MULBERRY A BEECH AND SUGAR TREE STAND N. 15° 
E 50 LINKS; THENCE N. (4f0 W., CROSSING GUYANDOTTE RIVER 102 CHAINS 
TO THE PLACE OF 8EGtNN[NG, CONTAINING INCLUDING THE RIVER, FOUR HUN-
DRED AND TEN ACRES, OF WHICH EIGHTY- EIGHT ACRES ARE RIVER BOTTOM. 
ALSO, THE SAID PARTY OF THE FIRST "PART HATH GRANTED, BARGAINED, AND 
SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DOES GRANT, BARGAIN, AND SELL UNTO THE 
SAID PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS, ONE NEGRO BOY 
SLAVE .BY THE NAME OF RANDELL, TO HAV E AND TO HOLD THE SAID LAND AND 
PERSONAL PROPERTY UNTO HJM, THE SAID PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, HIS 
HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER TO AND FOR THE OJLY USE LF HIM THE SAID 
SOLOMON THORNBURG, HIS HE I RS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER 1t • 
"UPON TRUST, NEVERTHELESS, THAT IS TO SAY THE SAID JACOB HITE 
IS TO RETAIN POSESSION OF THE SAID LAND AND PERSONAL PROPERTY UN-
TIL A DEFAULT SHALL BE MADE IN THE PAYMENT OF THE SAID SUM OF TWO 
HUNDRED AND TSENTY- SEVEN DOLLARS, TWELVE AND ONE - HALF CENTS, AS HERE-
INAFTER MENTIONED, THAT IS TO SAY, IF TH E SAID JACOB HITE, HIS HEIRS, 
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS SHALL Fl'i.lL TO PAY TO THE SAID JAMES HOL-
DERBY & Co . THE S.A, ID SUM OF' TWO HUNDRED AND SEVENTY- SEVEN DOLLARS, 
TWELVE AND ONE-HALF CENTS ON OR BEFORE THE 20TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER IN 
THE N YEAR 1832 THEN AND IN THAT CASE THE SAID SOLOMON THORNBURG UPON 
THE REQUEST OF THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY & Co. OR THE SURVIVOR OF THEM, 
TH EIR HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR ASSIGNS, SHALL SELL THE LAND 
AND PERSONAL,PROPERTY HEREIN MENTIONED TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER FOR READY 
MONEY, HAVING FIRST ADVERTISED THE TIME AND PLACE OF SALE ON THE FRONT 
DOOR· OF THE COURT HOUSE OF CABELL COUNTY AT LEAST THIRTY DAYS, AND OUT OF 
( , THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH SALE FIRST PAY AND SATISFY THE TRUSTEES IN 
THIS S.JtXX DEED ANY REASONABLE CHARGES HE MAY MAKE. IN ATTENDING TO THE 
PROVISI ONS OF THIS DEED; AND THEN PAY TO THE SAID JAMES H6LDERBY & 
Co, OR THEIR PROPER REPRESENTATIVE, THE SAID SUM Of TWO HUNDRED AND 
SEVENTY- SEVEN DOLLARS, TWELVE AND ONE - HALF CENTS, TOGETHER WITH WHATE'9-
EVER INTEREST MAY HAVE ACCRUED THEREON, AND THE BALANCE, IF ANY PAY TO 
THE SA I D JACOB H I TE" a 
~BUT If T~E SAID JACOB HITE, HIS HEIRS, ESECUTORS, ADMINIS-
TRATORS SHALL PAY TO THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY & Co, OR THEIR PROPER 
REPRESENTATIVE THE SAID SUM Of TWO HUNDRED AND :DU:mlr SEVENTY-SEVEN 
DOLLARS, TWELVE AND ONE - HALF CENTS AND WHATEVER INTEREST MAY HAVE AC -
CRUED THEREON ON, OR BEFORE THE SAID 20TH DAY Of SEPTEMBER, 1832, 
THEN, AND IN THAT CASE THIS DEED TO BE NULL AND VOID AND OF NO EF-
FECT. 
rrlN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, THE PARTIES Of THE FIRST, SECOND, AND 
THIRD PARTS HAVE SEALED AND DELIVERED THESE PRESENTS THE DAY AND DATE 
FIRST ABOVE WR I TTENt1 • 
JACOB HITE 
SEPTEMBER, 1832 COURT. DEED BOOK V. PAGES 55 AND 56. 
SALE OF SLAVES. 
11 TH IS I NDENTU RE, MADE A ND ENTERED INTO TH IS 8TH DAY OF MARCH 
1831 BY AND BETWEEN JOHN H. ALLISON Of THE COUNTY Of LAWRENCE AND ~TATE 
OF KENTUCKY, OF THE FIRST PART; AND ROBERT T. CALLIHAN, AGENT AND ATTOflr,. 
NEY ~N FACT FOR A.Bl ERNE & Co.(roR THE USE AND BENEFIT OF SAID A.Bl ERNE 
& Co. OF THE SAME COUNTY AND STATE), OF THE OTHER PART, 
"WITNESSETH: THAT FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM OF 
SEVEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY-ONE DOLLARS AND Fl FTY CENTS, BEAR I NG INTEREST 
FROM THE 10TH DAY OF FEBRUARY_ 1831, THE SAID JOHN ALLISON HATH THIS DAY 
r""'i .. • · ' 
154-
(_ 
BARGAINED, SOLD, AND CONVEYED, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DOTH BARGAIN, 
SELL AND CONVEY UNTO THE SAID ROBT. D. CALLlHAN, AGENT AS AFORESAi;:.:, 
AND FOR THE USE OF THE FIRM AFORESAID THESE CERTArN NEGRO SLAVES, TO-
WIT: A NEGRO WOMAN NAMED LETRA, AGED ABOUT TWENTY-THREE YEARS, A GIR.L 
SLAVE NAMED VELITTA, AGED ABOUT NINE YE ,,.RS, TOGETHER WITH THE tNCREASE 
THEREOr, AND A NEGRO BOY SLAVE NAMED AGED ABOUT FIVE YEARS, THE TWO 
LAST MENTIONED BEING THE CHILDREN OF SAID LETHA, HEREBY WARRANT£NG 
THE SAID SLAVES TO BE SOUND OF BODY AND MIND AND SLAVES FOR LIFE, AND B 
FURTHER, 00TH WARRANT AND DEFEND SAID NEGROES AGAINST ALL OTHER PER-
SONS OR CLAIMS, WHATSOEVER 11 ,. 
"YET, UPON THE TRUST AND CONDITION FOLLOWING, TO-W.IT: 
THAT IF THE SA ID JOHN H. ALLI SON SHALL WELL AND TRULY PAY, OR CAUSE 
TO BE PAID UNTO ·THE SAID R.D.CALLIHAN, /\GENT AS AFORESAID, OR TO .THE 
SAID A. Bl ERNE. & Co THE SUM OF SEVEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY-ONE DOLLARS 
AND FIFTY CENTS, WI TH INTEREST TH ER EON FROM THE I 0TH DAY Of FEBRUARY, 
1831 UNTIL PAID, BEING THE AMOUNT OF A PROMISSORY NOTE EXECUTED BY THE 
SAID JOHN H. ALLISON TO SAID ROBT, D. CALLIHAN FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE 
SAID A.BIERNE & Co, BEARING EVEN DATE HEREWITH, ON OR BEFORE THE 
25TH DAY OF DECEMBER, NEXT, THEN THE ABOVE RECITED NOTE SHALL CEASE 
AND DETERMINE, AND THIS INDENTURE TO BE VOID, AND OF NO EFFECT; OTHER-
~ISE TO REMAIN IN FYLL FORCE AND VIRTUE. 
11 IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF THE S.£1. ID JOHN H. ALLISON HATH HERETO 
SET HIS HAND AND AFFIXED HIS SEAL THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN.u 
ERASED AND INTERLINED BEFORE SIGNED. 
JOHN H. ALL I SON (SEAL). 
TESTE: J. R 'N II • • · ARD • 
"THIS DEED .OF MORTGAGE WAS ADMITTED TO RECORD BY CLERK OF 
CABELL COUNTY. JOHN SAMUELS. 
·, ,., 
- 'I 55:. 
( . MAY 1832 COURT . DEED SOOK V. PAGES 69· AND 70. · 
l .• 
SALE OF PROPERTY AND SLAVES. 
1t°fHrS INDENTURE MAEE THIS FIFTH DAY OF MAY IN THE YEAR OF OUR 
LORD 1832, BETWEEN JAMES McGINNIS, OF THE FIRST PART, ALLE~ A~ MCGINN!~ 
OF THE ~ECOND PART, AND JOHN 8. McGINNIS AND L EVI McCORMICK OF THE 
THIRD PART, 
nWITNESSETH, THAT WHEREAS THE SAID JAMES McGINNIS IS JUSTLY INDEBT-
ED TO THE PARTIES OF TH E THIRD PART IN THE SUM OF ONE HUNDRED AND SIX -
TY DOLLARS, CU RRENT MONEY OF THE -UNITED STATES. WHICH IS i~OR THE USE 
AND BENEFIT OF 1-iE SECURITIES OF EDMUND McGINNIS, SEN 1 R IN AB OND EXE-
CUTED BY. HIM TO JOHN lAIDLEY, COLLECTOR OF THE EQUALIZATION MONEY IN TtCE 
SAVAGE GRANT, AND WHEREAS, THE SAID JAMES McGINNIS IS WILLING AND DE-
SIROUS OF SECURING THE PAYMENT OF SAID JQIIO,UXX SUM OF MONEY AT ANY TIME 
THE SECURITIES Of.THE SAID EDMUND McGINNIS, SEN 1 R MAY REQUIRE THE SAME 
SO AS TO INDEMNIFY THEMSELVES FROM LOSS ON ACCOUNT Of THE ~URETYSHIP 
AFORESAIDtt. 
"Now, THEREFORE, THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH: FOR, AND IN CON -
SIDERATION.OF THE PREMIUMS AFORESAID, AND FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF 
THE SUM OF ONE DOLLAR TO HIM, THE SAID JAMES McGINNIS IN HAND PAID 
BY THE SAID ALLEN McGINNIS, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, 
, HE THE SAID JAMES MCGINNIS HATH GRANTED, BARGAINED AND SOLD, AND BY 
THESE PRESENTS DOES GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID ALLEN A. 
McGINNIS, TO- WIT:ONE NEGRO WOMAN SLAVE BY THE NAME OF BrDDY AND HER 
INCREASE; ONE BLACK MARE; ONE SORREL MARE; ·ONE SORREL HORSE; ONE FIL-
LY, A GRAVtt. 
11
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID PROPERTY UNTO HIM, THE SAID .. ~LLEN 
McGlNNIS, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER TO THE ONLY PROPER USE l ND BEHGO 
/ 
OF HlM, GHE SAID ALLEN A. McGl~NlS, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER, 
"UPON TRUST, NEVERTHELES$• THAT IS TO SAY, THE SAfD JAMES 
McGrNNIS SHALL BE PERMITTED TO RETAIN POSESSION OF ALL OF THE IBGORE 
MENTIONED PROPERTY UNTIL HE SHALL MAKE A DEFAULT IN PAYMENT, AS 
HEREINAFTER MENTIONED, THAT IS TO SAY IF THE SAID JAMES MCGINNIS, 
, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS OR ADMINISTRATORS SHALL FAIL TO PAY TO THE SAID 
JOHN B. McGtNNIS OR THE SAID LEVI McCORMICK, OR THE SURVIVOR OF THEM, 
THE SA ID SUM OF ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY DOLLARS AT ANY Tl ME IT MAY BE 
REQUIRED SO AS TO INDEMNIFY THE SAID SE.CURIT.I ES OF EDMUND McGINNIS, 
THEN, AND IN _THAT CASE THE SAID ALLEN A. McGINNIS UPON THE REQUEST OF 
THE SAID JOHN B. McGtNNIS OR THE SAID LEVI McCORMICK, OR THE SURVfVOR 
OF THEM OR THE LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THEM, OR EITHER OF THEM, SHALL 
SELL ALL THE BEFORE MENTIONED PROPERTY HEREIN TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER 
FOR READY MONEY, HAVING FIRST ADVERTISED THE TIME AND PLACE OF SAID 
SALE AT LEAST TWENTY DAYS ON THE FRONT DOOR OF THE COURT Housa OF TH Is 
CoUNTV; AND OUT OF THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH SALE FIRST PAY AND SATISFY THE . 
SAID SUM Of ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY DOLLARS, WITH THE INTEREST THAT MAY 
HAVE ACCRUED THEREON; AND THE BALANCE, IF ANY, PAY TO THE SAID JAMES 
McGINNIS, HIS PROPER REPRESENTATIVE. BUT IF THE SAID JAMES McGINNIS, 
HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, OR ADMINISTRATORS SHALL FULLY PAY AND SATISFY TO 
THE SAID JOHN s. McGINNIS AND LEVI McCORMICK, OR THE SURVIVOR OF THEM, 
OR TO THE EGAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THEM, OR EITHER OF THEM BEFORE A SALE 
SHALL TAKE PLACE, AS HEREINBEFORE DESCRIBED, THEN THIS DEED IS TO BE 
NULL AND VO lD AND OF NO EF FECT 11 • 
"IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF THE PARTIES HERETO HAVE SET THEIR HANDS 




DECEMBER l832. DEED BOOK v. PAGE 156. 
DEED OR MORTGAGE OF SLAVES: 
"KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT I, JOHN BRYAN, OF MASON 
COUNTY AND STATE OF VIRGINIA, FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION CF THE SUM OF 
THREE HUNDRE.D DOLLARS, TO ME IN HAND PA ID BY VA LENT I NE HERNDON. AND 
WILLIAM P. YATES, OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND STATE. OF VIRGINIA AT AND 
BEFORE. THE SEALING OF THESE PRESENTS, (THE RECEIPT WHEREOF r DO HEREBY 
ACKNOWLEDGE), HAVE GARGAINED AND SOLD, GRANTED AND CONFIRMED AND BY 
THESE PRESENTS DO BARGAIN, SELL AND CONFIRM TO THE SAID HERNDON AND ~Q 
YSTES A CERTAIN NEGRO BOY SLAVE NAMED FRENCH, ALSO A CERTAIN NEGRO GIRL 
SLAVE NAMED KITTY, TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID ABOVE NAMED NEGRO 
SLAVES TO THE ONLY PROPER USE AND BEHOOF OF THE SAID HERNDON AND YATES, 
THEIR ECECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER; AND I, THE SAID 
JOHN BRYAN FOR MYSELF AND MY EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS THE ABOVE 
NAMED NEGRO SLAVES TO THE SAID HERNDON AND YATES, THEIR HEIRS AND AS -
SIGNS AGAINST ME, THE SAID JOHN BRYAN, MY EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRA ~ 
TORS AND ASSIGNS, AND AGAINST ALL OTHER PERSONS WHATSOEVER, WILL WAR -
RANT AND FOREVER DEFEND BY THESE PRESENTS; PROVIDED, ALWAYS, AND IT 
IS HEREBY AGREED BETWEEN THE SAID PARTIES TO THESE PRESENTS THAT IF 
THE SAID JOHN BRYAN BY MYSELF OR MY HEIRS, SHALL WELL AND TRULY PAY OR I 
CAUSE TO BE PAID UNTO THE SAID HERNDON AND YATES, OR TO THEIR CERTAIN 
ATTORNEY, EXECUTORS, ADMIN"ISTRATORS OR ASSIGNS THE FULL. SUM OF THREE 
HUNDRED DOLLARS, WITH THE INTEREST ACCRUING ON OR BEFORE THE FIRST DAYfF 
OCTOBER, 1832, FOR THE REDMEPT .ION OF THE HEREBY BARGAINED PREMISES, 
THEN THESE PRESENTS TO BE VOID; OTHERWISE, TO REMAIN INMFULL FORCE 
AND EFFECT" . 
''IN WITNESS WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND AFFIXED MV 




~EALED AND DELIVERED IN THE 
PRESENCE Of .6BIA RECE, JEREMIAH KILGORE 
CABELL COUNTY CLERK'S OFFICE DEC. 26, 1832. 
AUGUST 1833. DEED BOOK V. PAGES 248, 249. 
S1'\LE OF SLAVE BOY. 
"~NOW ALL MEN BY THESt PRESENTS THAT f, T~OMAS W. HAND OF CABELL 
COJNTY, VIRGINIA FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM Or !Or DOLLARS 
AND 33 CENTS TO ME IN HAND PAID BY JAMES BUFFINGTON OF THE COUNTY AND 
STATE AFORESAID, THE RECEIPT,OF WHICH IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, HAVE 
BARGAINED AND SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE 
SAID JAMES BUFFINGTON A CERTAIN NEGRO BOY SLAVE NAMED GEORGE ABOUT SEV-
EN YEARS OLE> TO HAVE AND TOLD THE SAID NEGRO BOY SLAVE TO THE ONLY PROP 
ER USE AND BEHOOf OF THE SAID JAMES . BUFFINGTON, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS 
FOREVER; AND I, THE SAID THOMAS W .. HAND FOR MYSELF AND MY HE I RS, EXEC-
UTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS THE SAID .NEGRO BOY SLAVE TO THE SAID JAMES 
BUFFINGTON, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS AGAINST 
ME THE SAID THOMAS W. HAND, MY HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMIJISTRATORS AND 
ASSIGNS, AND AGAINST ALL AND EVERY OTHER PERSON, OR PERSONS WHATSOEVER 
SHALL AND WI LL WARRANT AND FOREVER DE FEND BY THESE PRESENTS". 
11 IN WITNESS WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND ANDMSEAL TH IS 
14TH DAY Of MARCH, 1833". 
THOMAS W HAND, (SEAL)". 
ATTEST: J. STALEY. 
(_ NOVEMBER 1833. DEED BOOK V • PAGES 278- 9. 
-159-
FREE NEGRO HELD FOR DEBT. 
"THIS INDENTU~E MADE AND ENTERED INTO THIS 26TH DAY OF NoVEMBER 
IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND TWENTY-THREE BETWEEN 
HUGH.A BOWEN, LATE DEPUTY SHER I FF _FOR JoHN 'WELLMAN, LATE SHER r FF OF 
CABELL COUNTY, OF THE FIRST PART; AND BENJAMIN BROWN, OF THE COUNTY 
AFORESAID OF THE SECOND PARTM. 
WITNESSETH: THAT WHEREA_S WRIT OF CASA DATED ON THE 23RD DAY CT 
OF APRIL 1825 WAS ISSUED AGAINST THE BODY OF SAM A FREE MAN OF COL-
OUR IN FAVOR OF THE COMMONWEALTH, RETURNABLE ON THE 4TH MoNDAY IN Jura: 
1825 FOR THE SUM OF FIFTY DOLLARS WITH COSTS, WHICH WRIT CAME TO THE■ 
.HANDS OF SAID BROWN, DEPUTY AS AFORESAID, LEVIED THE SAME ON SAM, THE 
FREE MAN OF' COLOUR WHO WAS AFTERWARD DISCHARGED UNDER THE PROV.tSIONS 
OF THE ACTS OF' THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MADE FOR THE RELIEF OF' INSOLVENT 
DEBTORS AND IN THE SCHEDULE OF PROPERTY BY HIM SURRENDERED THERE WAS 
HIS LIFE ESTATE IN AND TO A TRACT OF FIFTEEN ACRES Of LAND SITUATE 
IN THE COUNTY OF CABELL, BEING PART Of THE MILITARY GRANT ASSIGNED TO 
HUGH PAUL AND WHICH HAD BEEN DESIRED TO THE SAID SAM BY HIS LATE MISTR6S 
ESTHER RUSSELL, DEc
1
s•D; AND .iHEREAS, ALSO, THE SAID HUGH BOWEN, DEPUTY 
SHERIFF AS AFORESAID AFTERWARDS, TO-WIT, ON THE 25 DAY Of DECEMBER 1825 
SOLD THE SAID TRACT OF LAND FOR AND DURING THE LIFE OF THE SAID SAM AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION BY VIRTUE Of THE SAID CAPIAS PROFINE AND THE LAWS IN RE -
LATION TO INSOLVENT DEBTORS, AT WHICH SALE THE SAID BENJ: MIN BROWN BE-
CAME THE PURCHASER FOR THE SUM OF FIFTEEN DOLLARS, HE BEING THE HIGHEST 
BIDEER. IN CONSIDERATION WHEREOF THE SAID HUGH BOWEN, DEPUTY SHERIFF 
FOR THE LATE SHERIFF, AS AFORESAID, HATH GIVEN, GRANTED, BARGAINED 
AND SOLD AND RELEASED UNTO THE SAID BENJAMIN BROWN ALL THE RIGHT, TITLE 
( AND INTEREST WHEREOF THE SAID 5AM BECAME SEIZED BY VIRTUE OF THE DEVISE 
OF ESTHER RUSSELL~ DECS 1 D, AND WHICH W:AS SURRENDERED BY HIS THE SAID 
- 160-
SAM"S SCHEDULE AS AFORESAID, AND SOLD UNDER THE EXECUTION, AS AFORE-
SAtDj 
To HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID TRACT .OF FlFTEEN ACRES OF LAND 
FOR AND DURING THE NATURAL LIFE OF HIM, THE SAID 5AM 11 • 
''IN TESTIMONY WHERE6F f HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND SEAL 
THE DAY AND YEAR AFORESAIDtt. 
HUGH BOWEN (SEAL) 
DEPUTY SHERIFF FOR JOHN WELLMAN, 
LATE SHERIFF OF C. C.tt 
MARCH 1831. DEED BOOK V. PAGES 282, 3. 
SALE OF OR TRANSFER OF SLAVES AND PROPERTY. 
11THtS INDENTURE MADE THIS 22ND DAY OF MARCH IN THE YEAR OF OUR 
LORD 1831 BETWEEN CATHARINE P. HOLLOWAY OF THE FIRST PART AND JOHN G. 
WRIGHT OF. THE SECOND PART, AND JEFFERSON KINNEY OF THE THIRD PART, 
ALL OF THE GouNTY OF .~GUSTA IN THE STATE OF Vt·RGINIA, WtTNESSETH: 
"THAT WHEREAS A MARRIAGE IS SHORTLY INTENDED TO BE HAD AND SOL-
EMNIZED BY THE PaRMISSION OF GOD BY AND BETWEEN THE SAID CATHARINE 
P. HOLLOWAY AND THE SAID JOHN G. WRtGHT, AND WHEREAS THE SAID CATHAR -
INE P. HOLLOWAY IS POSESSED OF A CONSIDERABLE [STATE CONSISTING OF HER 
INTEREST, BEING ONE- HALD tR THE FOLLOWING SLAVES, TO - WIT: HARRY, 
REUBEN AND BEN ANri LIDDY, HIS WIFE WITH THEIR CHILDREN ARTHUR AND GEORGE 
AND HER ENTIRE INTEREST BEING ONE- HALF IN THE FOLLOWING SLAVES, ,rn~wxxx 
VI z.: A NEGRO MAN NAMED JAMES AND HIS DAUGHTER SOPHIA; AND WHEREAS 
IT HAT.H BEEN AGREED BY THE SAID CATHARINE P~ HOLLOWAY AND THE SAID JOHN 
G. WRIGHT THAT THE SAID CATHARINE P. SHLULD AFTER THE SAID INTENDED MAR-
RIAGE HAD RECEIVEP AND ENJOY THE INTEREST AND OCCUPATION OF THE SAID PER· 
SONAL ESTATE DURlNG THE JOINT LIVE~ OF THEM THE SAID CATHARINE P. AND 
JOHN G. AND ALSO THAT THE SAME AND THE INTERESTS AND PROFITS THEREOF 
I I 
( SHOULD BE VESTED IN THE SA ID JEFFERSON KLNNE:.Y FOR THE USE AND BENEFITS 
OF THE SAID CATHARINE P. NOTWITHSTANDING HER COVERTUREtt. 
( 
11 NoW TH IS INDENTURE FURTH ER W i-TNESSETH: THAT IN PURSUANCE OF HEE 
BEFORE RECITED AGREEMENT AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM OF ONE DoLLARJ 
TO THE SAID CATHARINE P. HOLLOWAY IN HAND PAID BY THE SAID JEFFERSON 
KINNEY, AT AND BEFORE THE ENSEALING OF THESE PRESENTS, THE RECEIPT 
WHEREOF IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, SHE THE SAID CATHARLNE P. BY, AND WITH 
THE PRIETY AND CONSENT Ot THE SAID JOHN G. WRIGHT TESTIFIED BY HIS 
BEING A PARTY HERETO AND HIS SEALING AND DELIVERY OF THESE PRESENTS 
HATH GRANTED, BARGAINED, · SOLD AND ASSIGNED, TRANSFERRED AND SET OVER 
UNTO THE SAID JEFFERSON KINNEY, HIS EXECUTORS, A~MINISTRATORS AND AS-
SIGNS ALL THE AFORESAID PERSONAL PROPERTY, TOGETHER WITH THE FUTURE 
FEMALE 
INCREASE OF THE SAIS SLAVES HEREIN INCLUDED, TO-WIT: HER HALF IN THE 
BEFORE NAMED SLAVES HENRY, REUBEN, BEN AND LIDDY HIS Wf FE AND THEIR 
CHILDREN AND ALL HER INTEREST, TITLE (BEING THE WHOLE) IN THE SLAVES 
JAMES AND HIS DAUGHTER SOPHIA, TOGETHER WITH ANY OTHER PROPERTY OF ANY 
KIND, WHATSOEVER OWNED BY HERu. 
"To HAVE AND TO. HOLD THE SAID PROPERTY HEREBY CONVEYED UNTO THE 
SAID JEFFERSON KINNEY, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS, UPON 
SUCH TRUST, NEVER-THE-LESS ' AND TO AND FOR SUCH ENTENTS AND PURPOSES 
AND UNDER SUCH PROVISIONS nND AGREEMENTS AS ARE HEREINAFTER MENTIONED, 
THAT IS, IN TRUST FOR THE SAID CATHARINE P~ HOLLOWAY AND HER ASSIGNS UN-
TIL THE SAID INTENDED MARRIAGE SHALL BE SOLEMNIZED, AND FROM AND AFTER 
SOLEMNIZATION OF THE SAID INTENDED MARRIAGE, THEN UPON TRUST THAT THE 
SAID JEFFERSON KINNEY, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS SHALL 
AND DO PERMIT THE SAID CATHARINE P. DURING HER LIFE, TO HAVE, RECEIVE, 
TAKE, AND ENJOY THE FULL USE AND OCCUPATION, AND ALL THE INTEREST AND 




WILL DELIVER OVER THE SAME TO HER LAWFUL HEIRS OR TO SUCH PERSON, OR 
PERSONS AS SHE THE SAID CATHARINE P. SHALL DIRECT BY ANY INSTRUMENT OF 
WRITING UNDER HER HAND AND SEAL, ATTESTED BY AT LEAST TWO WITNESSES, 
POWER OF APPOINTMENT BEING HEREBY RESERVED TO HER THE SAID CATHIRrNE 
P. TO DISPOSE OF THE SAID PROPERTY AFTER HER DEATH, AS SHE MAY 
THINK PROPER BY EVIDENCING HER DESIRE IN WRITING, AS BEFORE MENTION-
"AND IT IS HEREBY DECLARED TO BE TRUE INTENT AND MEANrNG OF THIS 
WRITING AND THE DECLARED INTENT Of THE PARTIES SO TO CONVEY THE ABOVE 
DESCRIBED PROPERTY THAT IT SHALL NOT IN ANY MANNER BE ' AT THE DISPOSAL 
Or THE SAID JOHN G. WRIGHT". 
nlN TESTIMONY WHEREOF THE PARTIES TO THESE PRESENTS HAVE HEREUNTO 
SUBSCRIBED THEIR NAMES AND AFFIXED THEIR SEALS ON THE DAY AND YEAR 
FIRST HEREIN WRITTEN1t. 
CA THAR I NE P. HOLLOWAY 
J. G. WRIGHT 
JEFFERSON KINNEY 
SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED IN 
THE PRESENCE OF J. A. FRY, 
WILLIAM B. MENIFER, 
PHILIP STARCHER 
MAS TO CATHARINE HOLLOWAY 
AND JEFFERSON KINNEY~. 
APRIL 1834. DEED BOOK V. PAGE 361-2. 




"THIS INDENTURE MADE AND ENTERED INTO THIS 12TH DAY OF APRIL IN 
THE YEAR OF CHRIST ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND THIRTY-FOUR, BE-
TWEEN DAVID McCORMICK OF THE FlRST PART, WILLIAM BUFFINGTON Of THE 
<., _:.;,~ I 63-
( 
"'-;,l. 4 ) 
SECOND PART, AND JOHN RUSSELL, OF THE THIRD PART, WtTNESSETH, THAT 
WHEREAS UAVID McCORMACK rs JUSTLY INDEBTED UNTO JOHN RUSSELL tN THE 
SUM OF THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS, AS WILL APPEZR BY HIS BOND D.tiTB 
ED SEPTEMBER I, 1831, TOGETHER WI TH SUCH INTEREST AS MAY BE. DUE 
THRREON, AND WHEREAS THE SAID DAVID McCORMACK. IS DESIROUS OF SECURING 
THE PAYMENT OF SAID DEST, WITH INTEREST THAT MAY BECOME DUE, THEREON AN-
NUALLY IN CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES THE SAID DAVID McCORMACK HATH 
GIVEN, GRANTED, BARGAINED AND SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO GIVE, 
GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID PARTY OF THE SECOND PART THE 
FOLLOWING NEGRO SLSVES, THAT IS TO SAY, ONE NEGRO WOMAN NAMED SrtVEY 
AND ONE NEGRO BOY DELAWARE, TOGETHER WI TH THE FUTURE I NC REASE OF THE 
SAID SLAVE SI LVE-rt. 
"To HAVE AND TO HOLD THE ABOVE NAMED NEGRO SLAVES AND THEIR 
FUTURE INCREASE UNTO THE SAID PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, HIS HEIRS AND 
ASSIGNS FORWVER; Bur UPON TRUST, NEVERTHELESS, THAT IS TO SAY IF THE 
ABOVE NAMED DAVID McCORMACK SHALL WELL AND TRULY PAY TO THE SAID JOHN 
RUSSELL ON THE FIRST DAY OF SEPTEMBER, NEXT ALL THE INTEREST THAT MAY 
THEN HAVE ACCRUED, AND ANNUALLY THEREAFTER ON THE FIRST DAY OF SEPTEM-
BER IN EVERY AND EACH YEAR THE INTEREST ON SAID NOTE, UNTIL THE PAY-
MENT OF THE PRINCIPAL DEBT, WHICH IS TO BE PAID ON THE FIRST DAY OF 
SEPTEMBER 1837, THEN THIS INDENTURE TO BE. VOID AND OF NO EFFECT 11 • 
11 8UT IF THE SAID DAVID McCORMACK SHALL FAIL TO PAY THE SAID 
JOHN RUSSELL THE INTEREST DUE ON THE SAID DEBT OF $350 . 00, AS AFORE-
SAID, ON THE FIRST DAY OF SEPTEMBER NEXT, AND ANNUALLY THEREAFTER ON 
THE FIRST DAY OF SEPTEMBER lN EACH YEAR, OR FOR ANY ONE YEAR; OR SHALL 
FAIL TO PAY THE SAID DEBT OF THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS ON OR BE.Fe 
FORE THE FIRST DAY OF SEPTEMBER 1837, THEN THE SAID PARTY OF THE 




SAlD PARTY Of THE SECOND PART AGREES TO SELL THE SAID SLAVES AND 
THEIR FUTURE INCREASE AT PUBLIC SALE FOR READY MONEY, AFTER G(VfNG JUf 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF THE EXPENSES OF THE TRUST, AND THEN PAY UNTO THE 
SAID JOHN RUSSELL HIS DEBT AND INTEREST, SHOULD DEFAULT BE MADE IN 
THE PAYMENT OF THE INTEREST AND A SALE BE DIRECTED HEREBY, . , IT IS TO 
BE UNDERSTOOD THAT IN SUCH EVENT THE TRUSTEE IS TO PROVIDE AND SATISfYe,< 
FOR THE DEBT AND l NTER EST11 • 
Ii.IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF THE PARTIES HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEIR 
HANDS AND SEALS THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN". 
JAMES HOLDERBY 
P. S. SMITH 





MARCH 1835. DEED SOOK V. PAGES 526-7. 




"THIS fNDENTURE, MADE THE 18TH DAY OF MARCH, IN THE YEAR OF OUR 
LORD 1835, BETWEEN JOHN SAMUELS, OF THE ONE PART, AND WILLIAM MC-
COMAS, OF THE OTHER PART, BOTH OF CABELL COUNTY AND THE STATE OF 
VIRGINIA, WITNESSETH; 'NHEREAS, DID ON THE 3RD DAY OF APRIL 1827 
CONVEY TO THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS A CERTAIN TRACT OF LAND LYING AND BEi 
ING IN THE SAID COUNTY OF CABELL, ON GUYANDOTTE RIVER TOGETHER WITH 
CERTAIN SLAVES IN THE SAME DEED MENTIONED IN TRUST AND FOR THE SE-
CURITY OF A LARGE SUM Of MONEY WHICH WAS OWING TO THE SAID ELl(SHA 
McCPMAS TO PRENT I ss CHUBB, AND WHICH DEED w AS ADMITTED TO RECORD r N 
THE CLERK .' S OFF I CE OF CABELL COUNTY COURT ON THE 16TH D11 Y Or MAY, 1827 
·~ -
- - f 65.: 
( _ AND, WHEREAS, THE SAID PRENTISS CHUBa DlD TRANSFER TO THE SArD 
WILLIAM McCOMAS ALL HIS LNTEREST IN SAID DEED OF' TRUST, AND THE 
SA t D WILLI AM MCCOMAS HAVING REQUESTED THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS TO 
SELL THE LAND AND SLAVES, AS XJIDX MENTIONED tN THE SAID DEE:'D OF 
TRUST ACCORDlNG TO THE CONDITIONS AND AGREEMENT CONTAINED fN THE 
SAID DEED, AND WHEREAS, THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS DID SELL THE LAND 
AND SLAVES, /.Ji.S REQUIRED BY THE SA ID DEED OF TRUST, HA Vt NG Fl RST 
ADVERTlSED THE TIME AND PLACE AS SPEClrJED IN THE SAID DEED WHERE 
THE SA l D WILLI AM McCOMAS BECAME THEPURCHASER OF THE WHOLE OF -
THIS PROPERTY CONTAINED tN SAID DEED OF TRUST11 • 
"Now, THIS rNDENTURE WtTNESSETH: THAT THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS, 
FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES AND FOR AND tN CONSIDERAT$19N 
OF" THE SUM OF ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS, THE AMOUNT OF THE BID MADE BY THE 
SAID 'Nr LLIAM MCCOMAS, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF IS HEREBY AC'Ki.JOWLEDGED, HE 
THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS HATH GRANTED, BARGAINED, AND SOLD, AND BY THESE 
PRESENTS DO GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID NILLIAM MCCOMAS, HIS 
HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER, A CERTAIN PIEC~, OR PARCEL OF LAND XXX:miXX 
SITUATE, LYING AND BEING IN THE SAID COUNTY OF CABELL, ON GUYANDOTTE 
RIVER, AND BOUNDED AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT: BEGINNING AT A LARGE ELM AND ~ 
SUGAR TREE ON THE SOUTH BANK OF THE SAID RIVER, AND RUNNING THENCE 
5 18 W 96 POLES, CROSStNG A BRANCH TO A LARGE POPLAR AND SUGAR TREES. 
20 E 140 POLES TO A LARGE POPLAR AND ~MITE OAK BY A BRANCH; THENCE 
S 37 E 48 POLES CROSSING A SMALL BRANCH TO AN ASH AND SUGAR TREE 
S 7 E 160 POLES, CROSSING A BENT IN THE RIVER AT THE MOUTH OF A CREEK, 
UJP THE SAME TO TWO BUCKEYES AND A POPLAR ON A STEEP HILLS I DE; TH ENCE 
S. 50 E 200 POLES CROSSING THE SAID CREEK FOUR TIMES TO THREE WHITE 
OAK SAPLlNGS N 70 E 127 POLES TO A BEECH ON THE RIVER BANK AT THE 
-166-
( MO-Utli Of A BRANCH S 40 E 40 POLES ALONG THE BANK OF THE RIVERS 12 E 81 PC 
POLES TO A H l CK.ORY AND BEECH;' TH ENCE S 60 E 46 POLES TO A BE·ECH AND SUGAR 
TREE.; THENCE Wt TH THE FI VE COURSES ACCORD I NG TO THE DEED OF ::iCOTT AND XIX, 
WLFE TO THE BEGlNNLNG, FOR WHlCH COURSES REFERENCE rs HERE HAD TO THE 
SAtD DEED FROM ROBT. T. ScOTT AND WlrE ro ELISHA McCOMAS, CONTAJNING, 
ACCORDING TO SAID DEED FIFTEEN HUNDRED ACRES, MORE OR LESS, TOGETHER 
WLTH ALL THE SLAVES lN SAID DEED OF TRUST MENTIONED, TO - WtT: 
GEORGE, LUCINDA AND POLLY AND THEIR INCREASE, TOGETHER WITH ALL AND SJNGU 
LAR, THE APPURTENANCES TO THE SAID LAND BELONG I NG OR l N ANY W l SE APPER-
TAIN I NG; TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID LAND AND SL1'1VES UNTO HIM THE 
SAID WtLLtAM MCCOMAS, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER; AND THE SAID JOHN 
SAMUELS HEREBY COVENANTS THAT HE WILL WARRANT THE SAID LAND AND SLAVES 
FREE FROM THE CLAIM OF HIMSELF AND HIS HEIRS, AND FREE FROM ALL PER-
SONS CLAIMING UNDER HlM.tt . 
"IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS HATH HEREUNTO SET 
HIS HAND AND SEAL THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WRITTENtt. 
SIGNED, SEALED, AND DELIVERED~ 
IN THE PRESENCE Of ( 
THE WORDS AND THEIR ENCREASE( . 
WAS INTERLINED BEFORE SIGNING( 
JOHN SAMUELS (SEAL) 11 • 
JUNE 1835. DEED BOOK V- 1. PAGES 2, 3 AND 4. 
DEED OF TRUST NAMING SU..VES TO BE SOLD: 
"THIS INDENTURE, MADE AND ENTERED INTO BETWEEN 'NILLIS MCKEAND 
OF .THE ONE PART BY CONSENT Of THOMAS MARSHALL AND JOHN MCKEAND AND 
( SALLY M.T . McKEJIJND, FORMERLY SALLY M. T. GILLIAM OF THE OTHER PART, 
ALL OF T~E l,OUNTY OF CABELL AND STATE OF VIRGINIA, WlTNESSETH: THAT, 




NO CONVEYANCE HAS HITHERTO BEEN MADE. AGREEABLE TO A MARRIAGE CONTRACT 
ENTERED INTO AND RECORDED IN THE COUNTY OF GOOCHLAND WHICH A COPY Of 
THAT OFFrCE WILL BE MADE A PART Of THIS, AND TO SHOW THE TRUE fNTENT 
AND MEANING OF THIS CONVEYANCE AND THE FULFILLMENT OF THE OBLIGA-
TION OF SAID WILLIS MCKEAND TO THIS WIFE AND HER HEIRS FOREVER 
TO THE SAID JOHN MCKEAND IN TRUST, BUT MORE ESPECIALLY FOR THE SUM 
OF ONE DoLLAR IN HAND PA ID BY THE SAID JOHN MCKEAND AT, OR BEFORE . 
THE SEALING AND DELIVERY OF THESE PRESENTS TO THE SAID WtLLIS MCKEAND 
THE RECEIPT WHEREOF IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, HE THE SAID WILLIS M&--
KEAND DOTH FOR HlMSEL~, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATOR3 
COVENANT AND AGREE WITH THE SAID JOHN MCKEAND, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS 
AND ADMINlSTRATORS THE FOLLOWlNG SLAVES, AND OTHER PERSONAL PROP -
ERTY, TO - WIT: GABRI ALL, ROBERT, DI CK, 'NI LLI AM, DAV ID, CEA LY, 
LOUISA, MARY, EVELINE, ADDI LINE, FRANK, THOMAS AND JAMES, POLLY, 
MARGARET, SPOTSWOOD" - THE LAST FOUR NAMED SLAVES ARE THE DOWER OF 
MARY MCKEAND, SALLY M. L's. MOTHER; AND Ar TER HER DEATH TO RETURN TO 
THE SAID SALLY M. L. AND HER HEIRS, ONE BAY MARE, ONE BLACK HORSE, 
ONE BAY HORSE, AND FIFTEEN HEAD OF CATTLE, THIRTY HOGS, FOUR BEDS 
AND FURNITURE, TWO TABLES, A PARCEL OF PLATES AND DISHES, TWO TABLES, 
NINE CHAIRS, AND BUREAU AND TRUNK, FOUR PLOWS AND AN OLD WAGGON AND 
REMNANT OF GOODS, ALL OF WHICH SAID PROPERTY THE SAID WILLrs RE-
CEIVED, OR RATHER, GREW OUT OF THE ESTATE OF . SAID .SALLY M. L., HIS WIFE 
WHICH simo SLAVES, AND OTHER PROPERTY NAMED HE COVENANTS I.E. WAR-
RANTS AND DEFENDS THE RIGHT TO THE SAID JOHN MCKEAND, HIS HEIRS, 
EXORS, ADMS., AND THAT THE FOLLOWING SLAVES RANDOLPH AND fSAAC, SHALL 
BE SOLD BY SAID WILLIS MCKEAND TO SATISFY THE MONEY THAT MAY BE DUE 
FOR THE FULL TRACT OF LAND, AND LIKEWISE, TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOL-
LARS DUE TO JAMES CONNER FOR THE SAID SLAVES THE SA ID WILLIS 
- .1~-
MCKEAND COVENANTS SHALL BE GOOD AND VALID TO THE PURCHASER fOR WHICH 
HE: COVENANTS AND AGREES WITH THE S.AID JOHN McK6AND, Hf.:: HEIRS, 
EX.ORS., ,1\DMS., AND ASSIGNS DO SELL AND CONVEY ALL THE fULL TRACT Of 
LAND ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE RIVER GUYANDOTTE FOR THE AFORESAID 
SLAVES RANDOLPH AND JACK AS A FULL AND FAIR VALUE MAY BE RAISED BY THE 
SLAVES FOR THE AFORESAID LAND WHICH WILLIS MCKEAND COVENANTS WITH 
THE SAID JOHN MCKEAND, AND D:) SELL AND CONVEY BY THESE PRESENTS THE 
AFORESAID TRACT Of LAND SUPPOSED TO CONTAIN TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY 
ACRES BE THE SAME MORE OR LESS, WHICH THE SAID WILLIS MCKEAND AND HIS 
HEIRS, EXORS . , ADMS., DO, COVENANT AND FOREVER DEFEND THE SAID LAND 
AND PREMISES FR.EE FROM ALL AND EVERY PERSON OR PERSONS, WHATSOEVER TO 
THE SAID JOHN MCKEAND, HIS HEIRS, · EXORS., ADMS., AND ASSIGNS FOREVER 
FOR THE SPECIAL INTENT AND MEANING OF THIS CONVEYANCE; BUT, NEVER - THE -
LESS, If IT SHOULD BE THOUGHT DESIRABLE BY THE SArD PARTIES TO SELL 
THE AFORESAID ~AND, IT SHALL BE LAWFUL TO _SELL, AND THE PROCEEDS LArD 
OUT IN LAND OF EQUAL VALUE, AND SECURED IN LIKE MANNER AS THE FULL TRACf 
AND IF ANY BALANCE BY THE SALE OF SAID SLAVES SHOULD BE LEFT IT IS 
AGREED THAT IT SHALL BE APPLIED TO THE SUPPORT OF SAID FAMILY IN LIKE 
MANNER AS THE OTHER PROPERTY, AND IT IS EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD THAT ALL 
AND EVERY PART OF THE AFORESAID PROPERTY AND SLAVES, AND ALL OF THE 
PERISHABLE, THE SAID WILLIS MCKEAND IS TO HAVE PEACABLE AND QUIET 
POSESSION OF DURING HIS NATURAL LIFETIME FOR THE MUTUAL BENEFIT OF HIS 
WIFE AND CHILDREN; AND AFTER HIS DEATH TO HIS WIFE DURING HER NATURAL 
LIFE, AND THEN TO HER HEIRS FOREVER, BUT NOT TO BE SUBJECT TO THE 
SAID WILLIS MCKEAND DEBTS, OR CONTROLLED BY HIM FURTHER THAN FOR THE 
MUTUAL SUPPORT OF HIS FAMILY; AND FOR THE AFORESAID CONSIDERATIONS 
( '-,. THE SAID WILLIS MCKEAND, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS DO COVE-
NANT ~ND AGREE WITH THE SAID JOHN MCKEAND, HIS HEIRS, EXORS.;., :'>DMS., 
AND ASSIGNS TO WARRANT ALL AND EVERY PART OF THE AFORESAID NAMED 
-~ f69 -
( PROPERTY, FREE FROM THE CLAIMS OF HLM, THE SAID WILLIS MCKEAND, AND . 
ALL AND EVERY PERSON OR PERSONS WHATSOEVER TO THE SAJD JOHN MCKEAND 
, HIS HEIRS, EXORS., ADMS. AND .l\SSIGNS FOREVER; AND IT IS EXPRESSL¥ 
UNDERSTOOD THAT WANT Of FORM, OR ANY TECHNICAL EXPRESSION SHOULD NOT 
HAVE ANY BEARING TO MAKE THIS NULL OR VOID. IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, 
THE PARTIES HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEIR HANDS AND SEALS THIS TWELVTH DAY OF 




JULY 1835. DEED BOOK VI. PAGE 14, 
MANJMITION OF SLAVE: 
(SEAL 
(!:>EAL). 
(SEAL) 11 .. 
. ""-NOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: THAT I , REUBEN BOOTEN, Of THE 
COUNTY OF CABELL AND THE STATE OF VIRGINIA, HAVE THIS DAY FOR AND IN 
CONSIDERATION Of THE SUM OF ONE DOLLAR TO ME IN HAND PAID BY MY SERVANT 
A NEGRO MAN BY THE NAME OF /eRAHAM, AS WELL AS FOR HIS FORMER SERVICES 
TO ME AS A SLAVE, AT AND BEFORE THE ENSEALING AND DELIVERY OF THESE 
PRESENTS, DO, AND BY THESE PRESENTS MANUMIT AND FOREVER SET FREE THE 
SAID fflRAHAM, AS AFORESAID, FREE FR.OM THE CLAIM Of ME, THE SAID REUBEN 
BOOTEN, OR MY HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS OR ANY PER-
SON CLAIMING THROUGH OR BY THEM". 
''IN ~ITNESS WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND AFFIXED MY SEAL 
THIS 27TH DAY OF JULY 1835",. 
MIS 
REUBEN -X BOOTEN 
MARK. 
SEPTEMBER 1835. DEED BOOK VI. PAGE 31. 




, .. , .;,,.,,, .. .. "' 
..... J.,....._J ·-._ 
nKNOW ALL MEN BY THE.SE PRE.SENTS: THAT I, CHARLES BALDWLN, OF' THE COUN1V 
OF CABELL AND STATE. Of Vt.RGINlA, PURSUANT TO THE REQUEST Of MY LATE 
WlrE, MARY JANE. BALDWlN, DEC 1 D, AND IN ACCORDANCE W 1TH THE DISCIPLINE 
Of THE. METHODI _ST EPtSCOPAL CHURCH, HAVE MANUMITTED, EMANClPATED, 
AND SET FREE MY NEGRO WOMAN KATY, FORMERLY THE SLAVE Of COL • .ANDREW 
LEWlS, ·DEC'S'D, LATE Of MASON COUNTY, WlTH HER FUTURE INCREASE TO BE 
/ 
FROM THE TIME ACQUIT AND DISCHARGED OF ALL AND EVERY RIGHT, TITLE, CLAIM 
AND lNTEREST I MAY HAVE IN HER AND HER FUTURE INCREASE, FOREVER 11 • 
"IN WITNESS WHEREOF" HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND SEAL 
TH IS 7TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD f 83St1' a 
CHAS. R. BALDW-IN (SEAL)". 
AUGUST 1835. DEED BOOK VI. PAGE 70, 
DEED OF MANUMITION OF NEGRO SLAVES: 
"KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: THAT I, BURWELL SPURLOCK 
OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND STATE OF VIRGINIA FOR AND IN CONSIDERA-
TION OF FORMER SERVICES, AS WELL AS THE CAUSE OF HUMANITY AND THE 
PRINCIPLE OF ETERNAL JUSTICE, HAVE THIS DAY AND BY THESE PRESENTS 
DO 'MANUMIT SET FOREVER FREE FROM THE CLAIMS Of ME, MY HEIRS, EXECU-
TORS, ti.DMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS, OR ANY PERSON CLAIMING IN OR 
THROUGH OR BY THEM. IN WITNESS WHEREOF ( HAVE HEREUNT ~ SET MY HAND 
AND AFFIXED MY SEAL, TH,IS 25TH DAY OF A.IGUST, 183511 • 
BURWELL SPURLOCK ( SEAL) II. 
"Ar A COURT HELD FOR CABELL COUNTY ~ THE COURT HOUSE THEN 
ON THE 25TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1835: 
ttTH IS DEED OF MANUMIT I ON FROM BURWELL SPURLOCK TO LUCY, A 
C NEGRO WOMAN SLAVE, WAS PRESENTED IN COURT' AND WAS DULY ACKNOWLEDGED 
BY THE SAID BURWELL SPURLOCK TO BE HIS ACT AND DEED, WHICH IS ORDERED 
I 





clOHN SAMUELS CK. C. C. ll 
JUNE 1835. DEED BOOK IV. PAGES 75,76. 
SALE OF SLtNES: 
11ART I CLE OF AGREEMENT MADE AND ENTERED INTO TH IS 131l-f DAY 
OF JUN:E, 1835, BETWEEN WILLIS MCKEAND OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND THE 
STATE OF VIRGINIA Of THE FIRST eART; AND fREDERlCK BROOKS OF THE 
COUNTY OF , KANAWHA AND STATE OF VIRGlNIA OF THE SECOND PART, WfTNESS -
ETH: THAT THE SAID WILLIS, IN CONSIDERATION OF THE PAYMENTS AND COVE-
NANTS HEREINAFTER MENTIONED TO BE MADE AND PERFORMED BY THE SAID FRED-
ERICK 8ROOKS, HATH S01,.D AND CONVEYED, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DOTH SELL 
AND CONVEY UNTO THE SAID FREDERICK BROOKS, HIS HEIRS, TWO NEGRO ME~ IN 
MANNER FOLLOWING, THAT IS TO SAY ONE NEGRO MAN NAMED RANDOLPH, PR Doc-
TOR NOW TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS OLD FOR THE FULL END AND TERM OF ELEVEN YEARS · 
FROM THE DATE OF THESE PRESENTS, AND ONE NEGRO MAN NAMED ISAAC, NOW SIX'Fi 
TEEN YEARS OLD FOR THE FULL END AND TERM OF FOURTEEN YEARS, OR UNTIL 
THE SAID ISAAC SHALL ATTAIN THE AGE OF THIRTY YEARS, COUNTING FROM THE 
DATE OF THESE PRESENTS, CONFIRMING TO THE SAID FREDERICK THE ENTIRE 
PROPERTY AND OWNERSHIP OF THE SAID DOCTOR AND ISAAC, FOR THEIR RESPECTIVE 
TERMS Of SERVICE AFORESAID, THE SAID WILLIS AGREEING TO EXECUTE A BILL 
OF ~ALE OF SAID NEGROES TO THE SAID FREDERICK, ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF 
THIS AGREEMENT; AND THE SAID FREDERICK BROOHtS, IN CONSIDRRATION OF 
• THE PREMISES DOTH COVENANT, AGREE, AND BIND HIMSELF, HIS HEIRS, AND TO 
PAY TO THE SAID WILLIS THE SUM Of ELEVEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, CURRENT MONEY 
OF VIRGtNIA AND THE DELIVERY OF SAID NEGROES DoCTOR AND ISAAC, THAT IS 
C TO SAY, FOR T~E ELEVEN YEARS OF SERVICE OF THE SAID DOCTOR THE SUM OF 
FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, AND FOR THE FOURTEEN YEARS SERVICE OF THE SAID 
-~172-
( · lSAAC S l X HUNDRED DOLLARS11 .. 
( 
ltAND, WHEREAS, IT IS THE LNTENTION AND WlSH Of THE PARTIES TO 
THIS AGREEMENT THAT THE SAID SLAVES DOCTOR AND lSAAC SHOULD BE SET FREE 
AT THE EXPIRATION Of THEIR RESPECTIVE TE KMS Of SERVLCE; AND TO THIS 
END THE SAID WlLLtS lS TO EXECUTE AN ABSOLUTE BtLL Of SALE Of XX.Ult 
Hrs RIGHT, TITLE AND INTEREST IN AND TO THE SAID SLAVES, SUBJECT ONLY 
TO THE CONDITION OF THEIR MANUMITION AT THE TIMES Af0RESAID 11 • 
"Now, THE SAID FREDERICK, TO THE END AFORESAID, DOTH FURTHER 
COVENANT F'OR HIMSELF, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSlGNS 
TO MANUMIT AND SET FREE THE SAID DOCTOR AND (SAAC AT THE EXPIRATION OF 
THEIR RESPECTIVE PERIODS OF SERVICE, AS AFORESAtD; PROVIDED, NEVERTHE-
LESS THAT IF THE SAlD SLAVES, OR EITHER OF THEM SHOULD RUN AWAY DURING 
THEIR RESPECTIVE TERMS OF SERVICE AND SHALL BE RECOVERED BY THE SAID 
8&00KS THEN THE S,tlD NEGROES, OR EITHER OF THEM SHALL BE REQUIRED TO 
MAKE UP THE TIME SO ,LOST TO THE SAID BROOKS, TOGETHER WITH T~E EX-
PENSES NECESSARILY INCURRED IN THE RECOVERY OF HIM, OR THEM11 • 
11 1N WITNESS WHEREOF THE PARTIES HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEIR HANDS 
AND SEALS THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN11 • 
WI LLI S MCKEAND 
FREDERICK BROOKS 
MAY 1835. DEED BOOK V. PAGE 527. 
SALE OF SLAVES: .. 
(SEAL)" 
(SEAL)". 
"THIS INDENTURE MADE AND ENTERED INTO THIS 7TH DAY OF MAY 
1835 BY AND BETWEEN JOHN G. \A/RIGHT OF THE FIRST PART, AND JOHN LAIDLEY 
OF THE SECOND PART, AND JAMES HOLDERBY OF THE THIRD PART, WHEREAS, THE 
SAID JOHN G. WRIGHT IS JUSTLY INDEBTED UNTO THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY IN 
THE SUM OF SlX HUNDRED DOLLARS AS BY NOTE OF THE DATE DUE AND PAYABLE 
·:..1-73-
C. 
.... ...... _, _,.,· \ 
~~.~ ...,; 
TWO YEARS AFTER DATE:., BEAR I.NG INTEREST FROM . THE DAY AND BEING DE-
SI ROUS OF SECURING TO THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY, HIS HEl RS, EXECUTORS, 
ADMINISTRATORS AND TO THE ABOVE NAMED SUM, THE SAID WRIGHT, FOR AND r N 
CONSIDERATION OF ONE DOLLAR IN HAND PA ID BY THE SAID JOHN LA I DU:Y TO TI-E 
SAID JOHN G. WRIGHT, HATH GIVEN, GRANTED, BARGAINED, AND SOLD, AND BY 
THESE PRESENTS DO GIVE, GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID JOHN LAID~£ 
lAIDLEY THE FOLLOWING N.EGRO,SLAVES, TO -Wll': BEN, A NEGRO MAN SLAVE ABOUT 
THIRTY YEARS, ARTHUR, A NEGRO SLAVE AGED ABOUT TEN YEARS, AND GEORGE ~i 
ABOUT SEVEN YEARS OLD, TO HAVE ~ND MOLD THE ABOVE GRANTED NEGRO SLAVES 
UNTO THE SAID JOHN lAIDLEY, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER; AND THE SAID 
JOHN G. \NRIGHT FOR HIMSELF, HIS HEIRS, 8:.c. DOTH COVENANT AND AGREE 
TO AND WITH THE SAID JOHN lAIDLEY THAT HE, THE SAID JOHN G. WRIGHT, 
HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS OR ADMINISTRATORS SHALL WELL AND TRULY P~Y UNTO 
THE S~ID JAMES HOLDERBY OR HIS ASSIGNS THE SAID SUM OF SIX HUNDRED 
DOLLARS AT THE TIME THE SZME BEDOMES DUE AND PAYABLE TOGETHER W 1TH ALL 
THE INTEREST THAT MAY HAVE ACCRUED THEN THIS INDENTURE Tv BE VOID. Bur 
SHOULD THE SAID JOHN G. 'NRIGHT FAIL TO PAY THE SAID SIX HUNDRED DOLLARS 
WITH INTERtST THAT MAY BE DUE THEREON AT THE TIME THE SAME BECOMES DUE 
AND PAYABLE, THEN THE SAID JOHN LAIDLEY COVENANTS AND AGREES TO SELL 
T~E SAID SLAVES, OR SO MANY OF THEM AS WILL PAY AND SATISFY THE SAID 
JAMES HOLDERBY HIS SAID EEBT AND INTEREST, OR SO MUCH THEREOF AS MAY 
THEN REMAl!'J DUE AND UN - PAID, AT PUBLIC AUCTION FOR READY MONEY AFTER 
GIVING PUBLIC NOTICE OF THE TIME AND PLAQE OF SALE TO PAY AND SATISFY 
THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS THE 
THE COST 
SAID SUM OF -SIX HUNDRED DOLLARS, AS WELL AS ATTENDING THE EXECUTION 
OF THE TRUST; AND THE BALANCE, If ANY, REFUND TO THE SAID JOHN G. 
(__ '.\'RIGHT, HIS ASSIGNS, &c. 1• 
-:.174-
"IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE PARTlES HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEIR HANDS 
AND AFFIXED THEIR SEALS THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WRITTE~ 1 • 
J. G. WRIGHT 
JAS. HOLDERBY 
SEPTEMBER 1830. MINUTE BOOK I I I. PAGE 235. 
PUNISHMENT OF SLI\VE: 
(SEAL) 
(SEAL)". 
"JOHN MERRITT, JAlLOR OF THIS COUNTY THIS DAY REPORTED TO THIS 
COURT THAT THORNTON, A RUNAWAY SLAVE IS NOW CONFINED IN JAIL, WHEREUP -
ON, IT IS ORDERED THAT SOLOMON THORNBURGH, ABSALOM HOLDERBY AND JOHN 
SAMUELS AFTER BEING DULY SWORN DO REPORT TO THIS COURT THE VALUE OF 
SAID SLAVE". 
JUNE 1835. DEED BOOK VI. PAGES I AND 2. 
SALE OF SL.AVES AND PROPERTY: 
"THIS INDENTURE MADE AND ENTERED INTO THIS 6TH DAY OF JUNE IN THE 
YEAR OF CHRIST ONE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND THIRTY- FIVE, BETWEEN 
JOHN G. \1/RIGHT, OF GUYANDOTTE, VA. OF THE FIRST PART, JOHN LAIDLEY OF TH 
SECOND PART; AND NICHOLAS C. Kl NNEY, L. L.STEPHENSON, 'NALTER H. Tp(APP, 
VVILLIAM L. ESKERIDGE, THOMAS L. MOFFIT. JOSEPH POINT, JR. AND U.~VID N. 
PATTERSON OF THE THIRD PART OF ::iTAUNTON, VA., WHEREAS, THE SAID JOHN G. 
1NR I GHT ON THE 9TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1832, EXECUTED TWO SEVERAL BONDS TO 
JAMES HOLDERBY, OF CABELL COUNTY FOR THE SUM OF NINETEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS 
PAYABLE ANNUALLY IN FOUR PAYMENTS, IT BEING RENT OF TAVERN HOUSE IN 
GUYANDOTTE, AND ALSO THE FURTHER SUM OF FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS WHICH 
,( ... "' · WI LL BECOME DUE AND PAYABLE ON THE FIRST DAY OF MARCH, 1838, TOGETHER 
- 1-75-
C WlTH THE PARTIES OF THE THIRD PART TO THIS INDENTURE AS HIS SECURI-
TIES, AS WILL BE SEEN BY REFERENCE TO SAID BONDS; AND WHEREAS, THE 
SAID JOHN G. · WRIGHT IS ANXIOUS AND DESIROUS OF SECURITY AND FULLY IN-
DEMNIFYING HIS SAID SECURITIES IN THEIR RESPECTIVE LIABILITIES, IN 
CONSIDERATION FOR THE SUM OF OJE OO~LAR lN HAND PAID BY THE SAID lAIDLEY 
WHEREOF THE SAID JOHN G. WRIGHT HATH THIS DAY BARGAINED AND SOLD, AND BY 
THXSE PRtSENTS DO GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID JOHN LAIDLEY THE 
FOLLOWING PERSONAL PROPERTY, TO-WIT: ONE NEGRO MAN SLAVE NAMED BEN 
ABOUT THIRTY YEARS, ONE YELLOW BOY NAMED ARTHUR, ABOUT TEN YE ARS OF AGE 
AND ONE OTHER BOY GEORGE ABOUT EIGHT YEARS OF AGE, TWO BAY HORSES, ONE·Ge 
GREY HORSE, TWO DUN COLTS, SEVEN HEAD OF CATTLE, THIRTY HEAD OF SHEEP, 
SIDEBOARD, 30 SETS WI DOW CURTAINS, I CHERRY DESK, I PIANO STOOL, 
3 DOZ. CHAIRS, 10 BEDSTEADS WITH BEDS AND FURNITURE, 10 MATTRESSES AND 
CHERRY WASH-STANDS, 12 SMALL CHAMBER TABLES, 12 CHAMBER LOOK I NG GLASS, 
2 LARGE GILT WINDOW GLASS, I COOKING STOVE, AND APPURTENANCES, 24 STONE 
JARS, 200 BU. CORN, 200 BU, OATS, 5,000 LB. BACON, 500 LBS HOGS,LARD, 
10 PILLOWS, IQ PR. LINEN SHEETS, 20 PR. COTTON SHEETS, 20 COTTON PILLOW 
CASES, 12 LINEN PILLOW CASES, 40 TOWELS AND ROLLERS, 36 KNIVES AND FORKS, 
4 BUTTER KNIVES, 2 CARVING KNIVES AND FORKS, I CIRCULAR TABLE, 6 BRASS CA 
DLE STICKS, CANDLE ST AND, 6 CLOTH BRUSHES, 8 WASH BAS I NS, NND EWERS, I 0 
BBLS FLOUR, 2 RAG CARPETS, 8 WOOLEN AND COTTON CARPETS, IN HOUSE Fl LLED 
WITH ICE, 400 LB. BROWN SUGAR, 200 LB. COFFEE, t2 CHEST TEA, I BBL MACK -
ERAL, 30 GAL. COG BRANDY, 30 GAL. WINE, 100 GALS. WHISKEY, 30 GALLON MO-
LASSES, 200 LBS. LOAF SUGAR, +4 BRASS HOUSE BELLS, 40 LB. PRESERVES, 
10 LBS JELLY, THE CROP OF CORN NOW GROWING TOGETHER WITH ANY SPECIES OF P 
PROPERTY HE MAY 'BE IN POSSSSION OF NOT HEREIN MDXX~f!tD NUMERATED AS AD-
DITIONAL SECURITY IN BEHALF OF THE SAID NICHOLAS C. KINNEY, L.L.STEPHEN-
SON, WALT.ER H. TAPP, WILLIAMS. ESKRIDGE, THOMAS MOFrlTT, JOSEPH POINTS J 
TttE. NEGRO l N. WE.ST V l RG l N I A. 
( S~ tD NlCHOLA.S C. KlNNEY, L.L.STEPHENSON, WALTER TAPP, WrLLI.AM S. 
ESKERIDGE., THOMAS S . MOFFITT, JOSE.PH POINTS,JR. AMD DAVID W. PATTER-
SON' AS THE Si ECUR IT I ES OF THE SAID JOHN G. WRIGHT TO JAMES HOLDERBY, 
AS THEREIN S.TATED, WHICH DEE.D BEARS DATE THE 24TH DAY OF RtB'RUARY-, 
1834, AND DULY ENTERED OF RECORD IN CAB.ELL COUNTY COURT ON THE SAME 
DAY"• 
To HAVE AND TOLD THE SAME UNTO THE SAID JOHN LA IDLEY FOREVE.Rj 
BUT UPON THE TRUST A ND CONDIT I ON, NEVERTHELESS, THAT IF THE SAID JOHN G. 
WRIGHT, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS OR ADMtNISTRATORS SHALL WELL AND TRULY 
PAV THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY THE FULL AMOUNT 'Of THE SAID TWO BONDS WITH 
THE l NTEREST THAT MAY ACCRUE AS THE.Y BECOME DUE AND PAYABLE, OR BY OTH-
ER MEANS EXONERATE THE SAID PARTIES FROM ALL LIABILITIES, DAMAGES AND 
EXPENSES ON ACCOUNT OF THEIR RESPECTIVE SURETY- SHIP TO THE SAID HOLDERBY 
THEN THIS INDENTURE TO BE VOID AND OF NO EFFECT; BUT IF THE SAID JOHN 
G. WRIGHT, HIS HEIRS, EXEC8TORS RND ADMINISTRATORS SHOULD FAIL TO PAY 
THE SUMS OF MONEY UNTO THE SAID HOLDERBY, TOGETHER WITH ALL THE INTEREST 
THAT MAY ACCRUE THEREON WHEREaY THE PARTIES TO THE THIRD PART WILL BE 
LIABLE TO THE ACTION OF THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY UPON THE SEVERAL LIA -
BILITIES, OR BE COM ELLED TO, PAY THE SAID SUMS OF MONEY, OR ANY PART 
THEREOF, THEN THE SAID JOHN LAIDLEY COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT UPON 
THE REQJEST Of THE PART I ES OF THE TH I RD PART_, OR ANY OF THEM, HE THE 
SAID JOHN LAJDLEY WILL SELL THE ABOVE GRANT ED PROPERTY, OR SO MUCH THEREO 
AS MAY BE NECESSARY AFTER GIVING TWO MONTHS NOTICE OF THE TIME AND PLACE 
IN THE MOST PUBLIC MANNER IN THE COUNTY Or CABELL FROM THE PROCEEDS THERE< 
OF FIRST PAV AND SATISFY THE CHARGES AND EXPENSES ATTENDING THE EXE-
CUTION OF THIS TRUST, AND THEN PAY TO THE SAID HOLDERBY, OR HIS REPRE-
SENTATIVES OR ASSIGNS THE FULL AMOUNT THAT MAY BE DUE HIM, AND SECURED 





FERRED TO THE SA(D PARTl~S OF 'THE THIRD PART ALL SUCH SUMS AS THEY, OR 
ANY OF THEM MAY HAVE BEEN COMPELLED TO PAY ON ACCOUNT OF THEIR AMUN I rt-
CAT ION FTOM ANY TOP COST OR CHARGES; AND THE BALANCE, IF ANY, REFUND 
ro THE SAID JOHN G. WRIGHT, HIS REPRESENTATIVES, OR ASSIGNS, AND IT IS 
FURTHER COVENANTED AND- AGREED THAT UNTIL DEFAULT BE MADE AND DEMAND MADE 
UPON THE TRUSTEE r·o EXECUTE THE POWERS OF THE TRUST, THAT THE SAID JOHN 
G. WRIGHT MAY CONTINUE IN POSESSION, USE, AND ENJOYMENT Of ALL THE ABOVE 
GRANTED PROPERTY, ANYTHING IN THIS fNDENTURE CONTRARY- NOTWITHSTANDING". 
"JN TESTIMONY WHEREOF THE £AID PRTIES HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEIR 
HANDS AND SEALS THE DAY AND DATE ABOVE WRITTEN11 • 
J. G. WRIGHT 
THE FOLL WING INFORMATION REGARDING SLAVES BURIED IN THE OLD 
YATES CEMETARV ON THE FARM OF MR.F.L.BURDETTE IN AN INTERVIEW JUNE 
26, AND TRACED THROUGH THE COUNTY RECORDS OF CABELL COUNTY: 
"THE PRESENT COUNTRY HOME OF MR.F .. L.BURDETTE WHICH HE OCCUPIES 
A FEW MONTHS DURING THE SUMMER EACH YEAR, IS LOCATED NEAR YATES CROSS-
ING AND UPON THE LAND WHICH WAS ORIGINALLY PART OF SANDERS ESTATE, 
WHICH EXTENDED FROMMUD Rt VER FALLS DOWN THE RI VER A VAST LENGTH". 
ttR CHARD YATES AND MARY PITT YATES, GREAT GRAND PARENTS OF F.L. 
BURDETTE AND PARENTS OF WILLIAM P. YATES, WHO PURCHASED THE LAND UPON 
WHICH THE YATES CEMETARY IS LOCATED FROM [SOOM HANNAN. THIS TRACT OF 
LAND CONSISTED OF 250 ACRES WHICH WAS SOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION FOR DE-
LINQUENf TAXES, FOR A VERY SMALL AMOUNT TO Wl~LIAM P. YATES IN 1833 
(DEED BOOK 9,PAGE 433). THIS SAME PROPERTY UPON WHICH THE CEMETARY 
NOW STANDS WAS LATER DEEDED TO THE HEIRS BY WILLIAM P. YATES AND THE PLOT 




1,r IS HERE. THE. SALVE.S OF WlLLlAM p,. YATE.S, OWNED AND lNHERlTED BY HrM . i 
THROUGH HIS FATHE.R, RICHARD YATES, LlE BURIED AT THE BACK OF THEIR 
MASTER "s GRAVE: THEY WERE NE:LSON, EM I LY AND lAWS.Ot<-1, WHOM HE ALSO IN-
H ER I-TED, DIED fN VIRGINIA. THE OTHER SLAVES BURIED IN THE PLOT WERE 
THE INCREASE OF ~MILY AND HARRIET. ALL WERE GONE BEFORE THE CrvrL 
WAR EXBEPT [LIZA, WHO AFTER THE WAR BECAME DISSATISFIED, THREATEN-
lNG TO RUN AWAY AT TIMES, MR.BURDETTE SAID. So, EVEN THOUGH MEMBERS OF 
THE FA~ILY WERE OPPOSED TO IT, SHE WAS SOLD our. (WHAT t THlNK HE MEANT Ii 
rs THAT SHE SAS HIRED OUT, AS IT WAS AGAINST THE LAW TO SELL -SLAVES 
AFTER THE WAR). 
"WILLIAM P. YATES CAME TO CABELL COUNTY IN [826, AND JOHN BRYAN 
CAME ABOUT THE SAME TIME, SETTLlNG ON OPPOSITE SIDES OF MUD RtVER. [N 
A FORMER 1i'RITING WHEN J INTERVIEWED MR.CRUMP, WHO OWNS LAND JUST THIS DIE 
OF MUD RIVER BRIDGE, HE TOLD ME THAT JOHN BRYAN WAS ONE OF THE CHARTER 
M,EMBERS Of MUD RlVER BAPTIST CHURCH, ORGANIZED IN 1807. MR.BURDETTE 
I 
INFORMS ME HOWEVER, THAT JOt:iN BRYAN DID NOT COME UNTIL [826, AND HE 
THEN JOINED THE MUD RIVER CHURCH BY PROFESSIOf,, OF FAITH, BEING A MEM-
BER FROM THEN, ON. JOHN MORR IS PYRCHASED LAND OF SAMPSON SANDERS lN 
1804 AND SETTLED ON Mun RIVER; AND IT WAS HE, AND A FEW OTHERS, WHO 
FIRST ORGANIZED THE LITTLE CHURCH AT MUD RIVER, WHICH IS ONLY A FEW YEARS 
OLDER THAN UN I ON CHURCH 11 • 
11 LJPON THE. LANDNHICH IS i\JOW THE BURDETTE FARM, NEAR THE DWELL-
lNG HOUSE, WHICH IS BACK OF THIS PRESENT BUILDING, STAND THE LOG CABINS 
WHICH WERE BU I LT BY WILLI AM P. YATES KND WERE QUARTERS OF HIS HOUSEHOLD 
SLAVES, AND WHICH HE BUILT ABOUT 1830, ACCORDING TO MR~BURDETTE. THE 
OLD DNELLING HOUSE OF W.P.YATES WAS BUILT SOME DISTANCE FROM THE PRE-
( SENT ONE AND THE SLAVE QUARTERS TO THE SOUTH OF IT WI TH A WOODEN WALK 
ABOUT SIXTY FEET, LEADING FROM THE SERVANTrS QUARTERS TO THE MASTER'S 
.( IL[SOOM HANNAN LIVED JUST OVE.R THE MASON CoUNTY Ll NE. AND OWNED 
LOTS OF LAND BOTH IN MASON AND CABE.LL COJNTY11 • 
• " 
"BURIED IN THIS YATES CEMETARY JUST OUTSIDE THE GRAVES OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD SLAVES LlE THE BODlES OF JAMES CbX AND HIS WIFE. THE [N-
s·cR I PT ION UPON JAMES Cox ts MONUMENT Is AS FOLLOWS: 
r1ss 1840 
SOLDIER OF REVOLUTION 
JAMES CROCKETT REG. 
VA. STATE LrNe:0 • 
ONE OF THE fl RST SETTLERS ON MUD Rt VER. 
IN A SHADY CQRNER CLOSE BY ARE THE GRAVES OF JOHN BRYAN AND 
NANCY L. BRYAN 
1834 AND JOHN L. SON OF JOHN AND NANCY, BORN IN CULPERPER, 
VA• Ap R l L 23, I 81 I. DI ED MASON Co., VA. 183511 • 
ABOUT THE CENTER OF THE CEMETARY ARE THE YATES GRAVES, WM. P. 
YATES, SON OF ROCHARD AND MARY PITT YATES, BORN IN CULPEPPER COUNTY, 
JANUARY 6, 1786. 
VA. SOLDIER OF WAR OF 18f2. BESIDE HIM IS THE GRAVE OF HIS WIF'E 
AND IT JUST BACK OF THESE GRAVES THE SLAVES LIE BURIED. 
''FOLLOWING IS THE DEED WHEREIN WILLIAM P. YATES DESIGNATES THE 
PLOT FOR TH IS CEMETARY: 
"STROTHER J. YATES AND OTHERS11 • 
To · 
UJAMES R. BURDETTE AND WI FE." 
DEED OF BARGAIN AND SALE 
200 ACRES (SOLD JAS. R. BUR-
DETTE 1871). 
uTHIS DEED, MADE THIS 6TH DAY OF DECEMBER IN THE YEAR OF OUR 
LORD ONE THOU.SAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINE., BETWEEN STROTHER J. 
YATES AND ELLE.ff, HI s WI FE, JOHN Wt LL I AM YATES AND Juu A' HI s WI FE' 
_, ·so-
C JAMES T. HERNDON AND MARY ANN ADALINE:, HIS W l fE, LATE MARY .ANN MJA-
llNE YATES, MATILDA J. CRAWFORD, NOW A W !DOW, . LATE MA rt LDA J. YATES, 
MORDECAI A. SUMMERS AND CAROLINE F. HIS _WlFE LATE CAROLINE f. YATES 
JAMES o. Cox, AND MARGARET, HIS WlrE, LATE MARGARET YATES, JOHN A. EVERET 
AND SUSAN, HIS Wife:, LATE SUSAN YATES, MORDECAI 'NLLSON AND MARTHA, HIS 
WIFE, LATE MA RTHA YATES, AND ELIZABETH YATES. THE SAID STEOTHER J., JOHN 
Wa f MARY ANN ADAL (NE, MAT l LDA J • p CAROLL NE f • p MARGARET f SUSAN AND MAR-
THA, BEING Tl-IE DHILDREN, HEIRS AT LAW AND DEVlSEES Of WlLLtAM P •. YATES, 
DECEASED, AND THE LATE ELlZABETH YATES BEING HIS WIDOW; AND JAMES T ~ 
HERNDON AND JOHN W. YATES, EXECl.)T RS OF THE LAS:T Wt LL AND TESTAMENT . 
OF TH E SA I D WILLIAM P. YATES, DECEASED, OF THE FIRST ART; AND JAMES 
R. BURDETTE AND EUZABETH, HIS WIFE, L'.ITE ELIZABETH YATES AND ALSO 
ONE OF THE CHILDREN, HEIRS AT LAW AND ONE OF THE DEVISEES OF THE SAID 
WILLIAM P. YATES, DECEASED, OF THE - SECOND PART 11 • 
u'NHEREAS THE SAID WtLLtAM P. YATES, DECEASED, DID BY HIS LAST 
WI LL AND TESTAMENT AMONG OTHER TH I NGS D'EV I SE AND . BEQUEATH TO THE SAID 
ELIZABETH YATES, THEN HIS WIFE, BUT NOW HIS WIDOW ALL HIS ESTATE, BOTH 
REAL AND PERSONAL, DURING HER WIDOW- HOOD OR NATURAL LIFE; AND THAT AF-
TER HER DEATH THE SAME SHOULD BE SOLD BY HIS EXECU!DOR AND THE PRO -
CEEDS DIVIDED AMONG HIS SAID CHILDREN, AS SPECIFIED IN SAID WILL; AND 
WHEREAS THE SAID WILLIAM p,. YATES HAS LATELY DEPARTED THIS LIFE, LEAV-
ING HIS SAID WIDOW AND SAID CHILDREN HEREIN NAMED HIM SURVIVING; AND 
WHEREAS, THE 5 11 ID WILLIAM P. YATES DLED SEIZED OF A TRACT OF LAND 
HEREINAFTER MENTIONED, AND WHICH BY THE TERMS OF SAID WILL, BELONGS 
TO HlS SAID WIDOW DURING HER LIFE OR WIDOW- HOOD; AND WHEREAS, THE SAID 
WI DOW OF THE SAID WILLI AM P. YATES lS NOW OLD AND I NF I RM AND INCAPABLE 
OF KEE.PING HOUSE AND MANAGING THE SA\D REAL ESTATE TO ADVANTAGE, AND IS 
' ' 
THEREFORE WILLING AND DESIROUS THAT THE SAME SHOULD BE AT ONCE SOLD 
-18 ! .. 
,f IN.TE-RE.ST OF THE PURCHASE MONEY PA ID TO HER DUR LNG HER Ll FE., OR WI DOW-....,_ 
( , 
HOOD AN EQUtVALENT FOR THE USE OF SAID RE.AL ESTATE; AND WHEREAS, THE 
SAID CHILDREN, HEIRS AT LAW AND DEVISEES Of THE SAID 1/JILLtAM P. 
YATES ARE ALSO DES I ROUS OF HAVING THE SA ID REAL ESTATE: AT ONCE SOLD 
~y THE SAID EXECUTORS, AND THE INTEREST OF THE PURCHASE MONEY THERE -
OF PAID TO THE SAID WIDOW, AS AFORE.SAID, AND FOR THAT REASON THEY HAVE 
JOINED, AN.D DO HEREBY JOtN LN THE SALE AND CONVEYANCE THEREOfu. 
"Now, TH ERE.FORE, TH Is DEED w I TNESSETH: THAT FOR AND IN co NS I DER 
ATION OF" THE PREMISES AND OF THE FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF TWO THOUS.AND 
DOLL.A.RS, "TO BE PAID AS HEREINAFTER PROVIDED, THE SAID PARTIES OF THE 
FIRST PART HAVE BARGAINED AND SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO BARGAfN, 
SELL AND CONVEY UNTO THE SAID PARTIES OF THE SECOND PART, THEIR HEtRS 
AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER, ALL THAT CERTAtN TRACT, OR PARCEL OF LAND LYING 
AND BEING IN THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA ON Mun 
RIVER, IT BEING THE SAME TRACT 'OF LAND CONVEYED BY [SOOM HANNAN TO THE 
SAID WILLlAM P. YATES BEARING DATE THE 24T OF DECEMBER, (833, AND OF 
RECORD IN THE OFFICE OF THE RECORDER OF CABELL COUNTY, tN DEED BOOK 
"[lt, PAGE 285. AND FOR A MORE PAR JCULAR DESCRIPTION OF SAID TRACT OF 
LAND REFERENCE IS HAD TO SAID DEED. BUT THIS CONVENANCE IS SUBJECT TO 
THE FOLLOWING DEDUCTIONS AND RESERVATG>OSS, TO - WIT: FIFTY ACRES WHICH 
WAS SOLD AND CONVEYED FROM THE LOWER END OF SAID TRACT BY THE SAID Wl'LL-
1 AMP. YATES tN HI S LrFE- TIME TO JAMES T. HERNDON, WHICH DEED IS OF 
RECORD IN THE OFFICE OF SAtD RECORDER; AND ONE-FOURTH OF AN ACRE 
WHERE THE GRAVE YARD NOW IS, WHICH IS HEREBY RESERVED, TOGETHER WITH A 
RIGHT OF WAY TO PASS AND REPASS TO, AND FROM THE SAME, FROM THE OPERA-
TION OF THIS DEED, AS A FAMILY BURYING GROUND; THE RESIDUE OF SAID 
TRACT OF LAND IS HEREBY 9.0NVEYED· TO THE SAID PART I ES OF THE S E.COND PART, 
BEING TWO HUNDRED ACRES, MORE OR LESS'r. 
182- - · 
( 
( RE.LEASED~ SEE RELEASE. Boot<. #I I , PAGE LS) 
-
"To HAVE AND TOLD THE SAID TRACT OF LAND HEREBY CONVEYED, WITH ITS 
PREMISES AND APPURTENANCES UNTO THE SAID PARTIES Of THE SECOND PART, 
THEIR HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER 11 • 
"AND THE SAID PARTtES OF THE FIRST PART FOR THEMSELVES AND THEIR 
HEIRS HEREBY COVENANT TO AND W Int THE SAID PARTIES OF THE SECOND PART 
THAT THEY WILL WARRAN , GENERALLY THE PROPERTY HEREBY CONVEYED, AND 
THE SAID PARTIES OF THE FIRST PART H REBY RESERVE A LIEN ON THE SAID 
TRACT Of LAND AND PREMISES HEREBY CONVEYED FOR THE PAYMENT Of TWO 
THOUS.O.ND DOLLARS, THE PURCHASE MONEY THEREOF, WI TH I NT ER EST THEREON 
FROM THE FIRST DAY OF APRIL (870, UNTIL PAID, AND WHICH IS TO BE PAID AS 
FOLLOWS: FOUR HUNDRED OOLLARS AND INTEREST ON THE FIRST DAY OF APRIL 
187f, AND THE LIKE SUM AND tNTEREST ON THE FIRST DAY OF APRIL IN E CH YEA 
THEREAFTER UNTIL1HE WHOLE OF THE SAID SUM OF Two THOUSAND DoLLARS WITH 
INTEREfT THEREON, AS AFORESAfD, IS FULLY PAID Off AND DISCHARGED". 
''WITNESS THE FOLLOWING SIGNATURES AND SEALSu: 
AND TESTAMENT OF WM. P. YATES, 
STROTHER J._ YATES, (SEAL), 
ELIZABETH YATES SEAL) 
JOHN A. EVERETT SEAL~ 
SUSAN EVERETT SEAL 1 
MORDECAI Wt LSON SEALJ 
MARTHA WILSON SEAL) 
MATILDA J. CRANFORD SEAL 
CAROLINE F. SUMMERS SEAL~ 
MORDECAI A. SUMMERS SEAL, 
ELLEN YATES SEAL 
J. W. YATES. SEAL ) 
JULIA F. YATES ~EAL~ 
JAMES T. HERNDON SEA. L 
MARY A. HERNDON . SEAL 
J. O. Cox, SEAL1 
MARGARET Cox (SEAL) 
J. W. YATES, EXECUTOR OF THE LAST 
DEC I D11 • 
DEED BOOK 6, PAGES I l&- 18, APRIL 1835. 
,"' i'.83'-
( 
DEED OF TRUST NAM! NG SLAVE: 
"THIS INDENTURE, MADE THIS r4TH D11Y OF APRIL fN THE YEAR OF 
OUR LORD 1835, BETWEEN ANTHONY SHELTON, OF THE FIRST PART, SOLOMON 
THORNBURG, OF THE SECOND PART,, AND ALEXANDER W. HANLEY AND JOHN W. 
GRlfflTH, MERCHANTS AND PARTNERS TRADING UNDER THE NAME OF HANLEY 
AND GRIFFIN OF THE THLRD PART, ALL OF CABELL COUNTY, VtRGfNfA. 
"WI TN ES SETH: THAT, WHEREAS, THE SA ID ANTHONY SHELTON t S JUSTLY 
INDEBTED TO THE SAID HANLEY AND GRIFFIN IN THE SUM OF TWO HUNDRED AND 
TH I RTEEN DOLLARS AND TWELVE C:ENTS, WI TH l NTEREST THEREON, BEAR f NG: EVEN 
DAT'E WITH THESE PRESENTS DUE TO THE SAID HANLEY AND GRIFFIN FROM THE 
SAID ANTHONY SHELTON; AND WHERE.AS, ·TH£ SAID ANTHONY SHELTON rs WILL[NG 
AND DESIROUS TO SECURE THE PAYMENT OF THE SAID SUM OF MONEY TO THE 
SAID HANLEY AND GRIFFIN, AT THE TIME HEREINAFTER STIPULATED TO BE 
PA&Du. 
rrNow, THIS INDENTURE, WITNESSETH: THAT FOR.tND IN CONSIDERA-
TION OF THE SUM OF OIIE DOLLAR TO THE SAID teTHONY SHELTON fN HAND 
PA ID BY THE SA ID SOLOMON THORNBURG, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF IS HEREBY 
ACKNOWLEDGED, HE, THE SAID ANTHONY SHELTON HATH GRANTED, BARGAINED, AND 
SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID 
SOLOMON THLRNBURG, HIS HtlRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER THE PERSONAL PROP -
ERTY, iO- WIT; ONE YELLOW BOY SlX YEARS OLD NAMED LEWIS, TO HAVE AND TO 
HOLD THE SAID LEWIS UNTO HIM THE SAID SOLLMON THORNBURG, HIS HEIRS AND 
ASSIGNS, FOREVER. To THE ONLY PROPER USE AND BEHOOf OF HlM, THE SAID 
SOLOMON T~ORNBURG, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER, UPON TRUST NEVER - THE· 
I 
LESS, THAT IS TO SAY THE SAID .6NTHONY SHELTON tS PERMITTED TO RETAIN 
AND KEEP POSESStON OF THE BEFORE MENTIONED PROPERTY, AND TO USE AND 




( ' SAID SUM OF MONEY, AS HEREINAFTER PROVIDED FOR, AND THAT IS SHALL THE 
SAID ANTHONY SHELTON, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, OR ADMINISTRATORS FAIL TO 
PAY THE SAID HANLEY AND GRIFrlN THE SAID SUM OF TWO HUNDRED AND 
THIRTEEN DOLLARS AND TWELVE CENTS ON, OR BEFORE ,THE FIRST DAY Of 
JANUARY, 1836 NEXT, THEN AND IN THAT CASE THE SAID SOLOMON THORNBURG OR 
HIS LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE SHALL SELL THE BEFORE MENTIONED PROPERTY TO 
THE HIGHEST BIDDER FOR READY MONEY, HAVING FIRST ADVERTISED THE TIME AND 
PLACE OF SALE AT HIS OWN DISCRETION; AND OUT OF THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH 
SALE FIRST PAY AND SATISFY THE CHARGES AND COSTS ATTENDING THE EXECUTION 
OF THIS . TRUST, AND THEN PAY TO THE SAID HANLEY AND GRIFFIN THE SAID 
SUM OF TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTEEN DOLLARS AND TWELVE CENTS IF AS MUCH 
BE RAISED BY THE SALE, AND THE BALANCE If ANY PAY TO THE SA ID ANTHONY 
SHELTON OR HIS ,EGAL REPRESENTATIVE THE SAID SUM OF 
"BUT SHOULD THE SAID ANTHONY SHELTON OR HIS LEGAL REPRESENTA-
TIVE PAY TO THE S~ID HANLEY AND GRIFFIN, OR THEIR LEGAL REPRESENTA-
TIVE THE SAID SUM OF TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTEEN DOLLARS AND TWELVE 
CENTS WITH INTEREST THAT SHALL HAVE ACCRUED THEREON BEFORE A SALE SHALL 
TAKE PLACE, AS BEFORE PROVIDED FOR, THEN AND IN THAT CASE THIS DEED 
SHALL BE NULL AND VOID AND OF NO EFFECTu. 
11 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE PART I ES TO TH IS INDENTURE HAVE HERE-
UNTO SET THEIR HANDS AND SEALS THE DAY AND YEAR ABOVE WR I TTEN 11 • 
ANTHONY SHELTON 
SOLOMON THORNBURG 
ALEX. W. HANLEY 
JOHN W. GRIFFIN 







SALE OF SLAVES FOR DEBT. 
11THrS INDENTURE, MADE THE. 25TH DAY OF MAY-, lN THE YEAR OF OUR 
loRD 1836 BETWEEN ALLEN A. McGINNIS AND EDMOND McGINNIS, JR. OF THE 
FIRST PART, JOHN SAMUELS OF THE SECOND PART, AND SIMPSON SANDERS, 
OF THE TH.lRD PART, ALL OF CABELL COUNTY, VIRGINIA, WITNESSETH: 
l 
11THAT THE SAID PARTIES OF THE FLRST PART, NOW BEING fNDEBTED TO 
THE SAID SAMPSON SANDERS lN THE SUM 0~ ONE THOUSAND DoLLARS WH fCH WI LL 
BECOME DUE AND PAYABLE, ON THE FIRST DAY OF MARCH, 1837, BY NOTE OR BOND 
BEARING EVEN D~TE WfTH THESE PRESENTS; AND WHEREAS, THE SAID PARTtES OF l 
THE FIRST PART A,RE WILLING AND DESIROUS TO SECURE THE PAYMENT OF THE 
SA ID SUM OF MONEY AT THE TIME THE SAME BECOMES DUE11 • 
"Now, THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH:· THAT FOR AND tN CONSIDERATIO,N 
OF ONE DOLLAR TO THE PARTIES OF THE FIRST PART, lN HAND PAtD BY THE 
SAID JOHN SAMUELS, THEY, THE SAID PARTIES OF THE FIRST PART HAVE GRANT-
ED, BARGAINED AND SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO GRANT, BARGAIN AND 
SELL UNTO THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER THE 
FOLLOWING SLAVES, TO-WIT: CAROLINE, Jo, HENRY, [LEANOR, AND WILLIAM, 
ALSO ALL THEIR RIGHT, TITLE AND INTEREST IN Lor No.45 IN THE LAND GRANTED 
TO CAPT. JOHN SAVAGE, AND OTHERS, FOR MILITARY SERVICES, AND WHICH Lor 
IS PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED IN THE PLAT AND REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS AP-
POINTED BY THE CHANCERY COURT AT STAUNTON TO LAY OFR AND DIVIDE SAID 
LAND AMONG THE CL,t._lMANTS, AND WHICH REPORT IS RECORDED IN THE COUNTY 
COURT OF CABELL, REFERENCE THERETO BEING HAD, THE METES AND BOUNDS OF 
SAID LOT WILL MORE FULLY APPEAR TOGETHER WITH ALL AND SINGULAR, THE AP-
PURTENANCES THERETO BELONGING, OR IN ANY WISE APPERTAINING 11 • 
"To HAVE AND TO HOLD ALIL OF THE BEFORE MENTIONED PROPERTY BOTH 
REAL AND PERSONAL UNTO HIM THE SAID JOH~ SAMUELS, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS 
FOR~VER. UPON TRUST, NEVER-THE-LESS, THAT IS TO SAY THE SAID ALLEN A. 
McGINNIS AND EDMUND McGINNIS, JR. SHALL BE PERMITTED TO HOLD POSESSION 
DEED BooK VI. PAGES 197-8. 
OF SAID PROPERTY UNTIL THEY MAKE DEFAUOT lN THE PAYMENT OF THE MeN-
,, 
EY AS HEREINAFTER EXPRESSED; THAT rs TO SAY, IF THE SAtD ALLEN A. 
McGINNIS AND EDMUND McGlNNIS, JR. OR EITHER OF THEM SHALL FAIL TO 
PAY TO THE SAID SAMPSON SANDERS ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS, OR HIS HEIRS, 
EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR ASSIGNS, ON OR BEFORE' THE FtRST DA.Y 
OF MARCH, 1837 TOGETHER WITH THE INTEREST THAT SHALL HAVE ACCRUED 
ON THE NOTE OR BOND AFORESAID, THEN THE SAID JOHN SAMUELS, HIS EXECUTORS 
OR ADMINISTRATORS SHALL SELL THE BEFORE MENTIONED NEGROES AND LAND, OR 
SO MUCH THEREOF AS MAY BE NECESSARY, HAVING FIRST ADVERTISED THE 
TIME AND PLACE OF SALE ON THE FRONT DOOR or THE COURT HOUSE OF CABELL 
COUNTY FOR ONE MONTH, HAVJNG BEEN REQUESTED SO TO DO BY THE S&tD 
SANDERS OR HIS LEGAL REPRESENTATlVE; AND OUT OF THE MONEY ARISING FROM 
SUCH SALE PAY THE EXPENSES ATTENDING THE EXECUTION OFTff~S TRUST 
AND THEN PAY TO THE SAID SAMPSON SANDERS OR HIS LEGAL REPRESENTAT tVE 
ITS 
THE SAID $1,000. 00 WITH INTEREST, OR WHATSOEVER PART OF THE SAID DEBT 
AND INTEREST MAY THEN BE DUE, AND THE BALANCE IF ANY PAY TO THE SAID 
ALLEN A. McGINNIS AND ·.1!DMUND McGINNIS, JR. Bur IF THE SAID ALLEN A. 
McGINNIS AND EDMUND McGINNIS, JR, OR THEIR EXECUTORS OR ADMrNISTRA-
TORS SHALL PAY TO . THE SAID SAMPSON SANDERS OR HIS LEGAL REPRESENTA -
TIVES THE SAID DEBT WITH ITS INTEREST BEFORE A SALE SHALL TAKE PLACE 
AS HEREINBEFORE PROVIDED FOR, THEN THIS DEED IS TO BE NULL AND VOID; Xi 
ELSE TO REMAIN IN FULL FORCEtt. 
1tlN WITNESS WHEREOF THE PARTIES TO THESE PRES~NTS HAVE HERE-
UNTO SET THEIR HANDS AND SEALS THIS DAY AND DATE ABOVE WRITTENtt. 
SIGNED, SEALED, AND DE-
LIVERED IN THE PRESENCE OF: 




(SEAL) 11 • 
( DEED SOOK Vt:. · PAGES 216- l 7. 
( ' 
MANUMITl"ON OF f\E:GRO SU\VES: 
"KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, THAT l, ROBERT HERE.FORE, OF 
THE COUNTY OF MASON, AND STATE OF VLRGLNIA, FOR AND IN CONSIDERA-
TION OF THE SUM OF ONE DOLLAR TO ME tN HAND PAlllD BY RICHARD H. Rus-
t.ELL, WLLLIAM fRANCIS, ABIGAIL ::i .• ADAMS, SARAH ADAMS, NATHANIEL :ADAMS 
ROBERT ADAM, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED AND FOR THE 
FURTH ER CONS I DE RAT I ON OF LOVE AND AFFECT I ON FOR THE CH I LDREN OF MY WI FE 
ELIZABETH, LATE ELIZABETH ADAM, AND FOR THE FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF 
PROVIDING FOR THE EMANCIPATION OF THE SLAVES HEREINAFTER MENTIONED, 
I HAVE_ GIVEN, GRANTED BARGAINED, AND SOLD HIRED AND TO LET UNTO THE 
SAID RICHARD RUSSELL, WILLIAM FRANCIS, ABIG,AIL ADAM, NATHANIEL 
ADAM AND ROBERT ADAM, TO THE.MAND THEIR HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMIN-
ISTRATORS 'FOLLOWING NEGRO MEN SLAVES, TO - WIT: EDMUND AND LOT, LATE THE 
PROPERTY OF MY WIFE, ELIZABETH, TO HAVE AND TOL HOLD UNTO THEIR OWN 
PROPER USE AND BEHOOF UNTIL THE FIRST DAY OF JANUARY IN THE YEAR 
ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND FORTY- SIX, HEREBY RELEASING ALL MY 
RIGHT, INTEREST, CLAIM, OR DEMAND UNTO THE SAID SLAVES FOR THE TERM 
OF YEARS AFORE.SA I D11 • 
ttAND IT IS FURTH ER COVENANTED THAT THE SAID ROBERT HERE RORE, 
FOR HIMSELF, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS OR ADMINISTRATORS WILL WARRANT AND 
FOREVER DEFEND THE RIGHT AND TITLE TO THE ABOVE NAMED SLAVES, AND 
EACH OF THEM UNTO THE SAID RICHARD RUSSELL, WILLIAM FRANCES, ABIGAIL 
ADAM, SARAH ADAM, NATHANIEL ADAM AND ROBERT ADAM, FREE FROM ALL CLAIM 
OR THE CLAIM OF MY HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, OR OF ANY O-
THER PERSON CLAIMING UNDER OR THROUGH ME; AND FOR : ND INCONSDIERATION 
OF THE FACTS ABOVE STATED, I DO HEREBY MANUMIT, SET FREE, AND FOREVER 
DISCHARGE FROM INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE THE SAID NEGRO SLAVES LOT AND 
~ROM AND AFTER THE FLRST DAY OF JANUARY LN THE YEAR ONE THOUSIND, 
EIGHT HUNDRED AND FORTY-SLX, BEING THE PERIOD WHEN THE ESTATE GRANTED 
WILL EXPIRE, AS flRST ABOVE GLVE.Nj AND HEREBY BINDING MYSELF, 
MY HELRS, EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS FOREVER, FOR WARRANTING 
AND DEFEND l NG THE RIGHT ZND l NT ERE.ST AND PR l V l LEGES Of THE. SAID NEGRO 
MEN TO THEIR FREEDOM FROM, AND AFTER THE SAID FIRST Of JANUARY IN 
THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND TH I RTY - S LX, FREE FROM THE 
CLArM OF MYSELF, MY HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, OR ANY OTH-
ER PERSONS CLAIMING UNDER, OR THROUGH THEM OR EITHER. Of THEM. fN 
WlTNESS WHEREOF f HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND SEAL THE DAY AND YEAR 
flRST ~BOVE WRITTEN1t. 
ROBERT HEREFOR E (SEAL) 
BY JOHN lAIDLEY, HIS ATTORNEY- IN- FACTtt. 
JULY 1836. DEED Book VI. PAGE 215. 
SALE AND HIRE OF NEGROES: 
"KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, THAT I, ROBERT HEREFORD, OF 
COUNTY OF MASON AND STATE Of VIRGlNIA, HAVE THIS DAY CONSTITUTED AND 
APPOINTED, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO c -:: NSTITUTE AND APPOINT JOH f~LAID-
LEY, Of CABELL COUNTY, VIRGINIA, MY TRUE AND LAWFUL ATTORNEY FOR ME 
AND IN MY NAME TO SELL TWG NEGRO MEN SLAVES NAMED Lor AND EDMUND 
WHICH BELONGED TO MY WIFE ELIZABETH BEFORE MY INTERMARRIAGE WITH HER, A~ 
AND FOR ME IN MY NAME TOMAKE BILLS OF SALE FOR THE SAME, AND TO RE-
CEIVE THE MONEY FOR THEM AND TO PAY OVER THE SAME TO ELIZABETH RUSSELL, 
.LATE E~IZABETH ADAM, ABIGAIL f:.DAM, SARAH ADAM, ROBERT ADAM, MARY FRANCE~ 
LATE MARY ADAM AND NATHANLEL ADAM lN EQUAL PROPORTIONS THE CHILDREN OF 
MY SAID WIFE WHICH SHE HAD BEFORE MY INTERMARRAIGE WITH HER; AND IF MY 
SAID ATTORNEY CAN SELL THE SAID NEGRO SLAVES ABOVE NAMED, TO -WIT: LOT 
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AND EDMUND TO ANY Of THE ABOVE NAMED CHILDREN FOR A HlGHER PRICE 
THAN CAN BE GOT FROM ANY OTHER PERSON l DO HEREBY AUTHORIZE HIM TO DO SC 
• • 
AND DIVIDE THE AMOUNT OF THE SALE AMONB THE SAlD CHILDREN ABOVE NAMED 
AS ABOVE STATED, HEREBY RATIFYING AND CONFIRMING WHATEVER MY SAID ATTOR~ 
NEY MAY DO IN AND ABOUT THE PREM I SES AS FULLY AND EFFECTUALLY AS I, 
MYSEl::.F, COULD DO WER.E. I MYSELF PERSONALLY PRESENTu .. 
''[N WIRNESS WH~REOf f HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND SEAL 
THIS f9THDAY OF OCTOBER, f836tt . 
ROBERT HEREFORE 
ATTEST: WILLIAM BUFFINGTON. 
N. 8. I DO HEREBY FURTHER AUTHORIZE MY SAID ATTORNEY JOHN 
LAIDLEY, If HE SHOULD THlNK IT WOULD PROMOTE TO THE INTEREST OF THE 
ABOVE NAMED CHILDREN MORE TO HIRE SAID NEGROES THAN TO SELL THEM AT HIS 
ELECTION, TO HIRE THEM FOR ANY TERM HE MAY THINK PROPER, OR TO 
SELL THEM FOR ANY TERM OF YEARS HE MAY THINK PROPER, HEREBY RATIFYING 
AND CONFIRM I NG WHATS CEVER MAY t N THE PREM I SE.S." • 
'




FEBRUARY 1837. DEED BOOK VI. PAGES 325- 6. 
S.4LE OF NEGRO SLAVES: 
(SEAL)''. 
11 TH IS INDENTURE, MADE TH IS 3RD DAY Of FEBRUARY, IN THE YEAR OF 
OUR LORD 1837, BETWEEN STEPHEN WILSON, Of THE FIRST PART, JOHN PLYMALE 
OF THE SECOND PART, AND JAMES RUSSELL, OF THE THIRD PART, ALL OF CABELL 
1 
( COUNTY, VIRGINIA, WITNESSETH THAT WHEREAS THE ABOVE NAMED JAMES RUSSELL ·~ 
HATH ON THIS DAY ENTERED HIMSELF AS SECURITY FOR THE SAlD STEPHEN 
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W-illLSON l N BOND UPON BUT A WRl T Of TO A ~UDGMENT OF 
THE COUNTY COURT OF CABELL IN FAVOR OF JACOB DOUNS AGAINST SAID WIL-
SO~, AND WHEREAS THE SA.ID ~lLSON LS DESIROUS TO SECURE THE SAID 
JAMES RUSSELL FROM ALL DAMAGES OR LOSS ON ACCOUNT OF HIS GOING SECURI -
TY, AS AFORESAID" . 
''-Now, THEREF'OR.E, THlS INDENTURE, Wl TNESSCTH: THAT THE SAID . 
STEPHEN WILSON FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES AFORESAID 
AND FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM OF ONE DoLLAR, TO HIM IN 
HAND PAID BY THE SAID JOHN PLYMALE, TH E RECEIPT WHEREOF rs HEREBY ACK 
NOWLEDGED, HE THE SAID STEPHEN WILSON HATH GRANTED, BARGAINED, AND SOLD, 
AND BY THESE PRESENTS DOTH GRANT BARGAlN AND.SELL UNTO THE SAID JOHN 
PLYMALE, HIS HE I RS AND A.SS l GNS, FOREVER, THE FOLLOW I NG NEGRO 'SLAVES, 
CARMA, HENRY, KENSON, AND WAYN E. , TO HAVE AND TOLD THE 
SAID SLACES UNTO HIM THE SAID JOHN PLYMALE, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS 
FOREVER, UPON TRUST, NEVER- THE- LESS, THAT IS TO S:AY THAT IF THE 
SAIDJAMES RUSSELL SHALL HAVE TO PAY ANY MONEY ON ACCOUNT OF HIS SECURI -
TY- SHIP THEN, AND tN THAT CASE THE SAID JOHN PLYMALE, OR HIS ,LEGAL 
REPRESENTATIVE SHALL SUE SO MUCH OR SO MANY OF THE SLAVES AS WILLBE 
OF VALUE TO INDEMNIFY THE SAID JAMES RUSSELL FROM LOSS OR DAMAGES 
WHICH HE SHALL INCUR IN THE CONSEWUENCE OF HIS GOING SECURITY, AS AFORE-
SAID, AFTER HAVING ADVERTISED THE SAID PROPERTY FOR SALE AT LEAST 
TWENTY DAYS ON THE FRONT DOOR OF THE COURT HOUSE OF CABELL 00UNTY; AND 
OUT OF THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH SALE FIRST PAY AND SATISFY THE CHARGES 
ATTENDING THE EXECUTION OF THIS TRUST,AND THEN PAY TO JAMES RU SSELL, 
HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, OR ADMINISTRATORS WHATEVERSUM OF MONEY OR DAMAG -
ES HE SHALL HAVE INCURRED BY REA SON OFTHIS SECURITY- SHIP AFORESAID; 
AND THE BALANCE, IF ANY' PAY TO THE SAID STEPHEN w, LSON, Bur IF THE 
SAID STEPHEN WILSON OR HJS LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE SHALL PROSECUTE SAID 
WRITE OF WI TH EFFECT! 
9
sJ _ _Tt;IAT THE CONDIT I ON OF THE BOND 
\ AFORESAID SHALL NOT BE BROKEN THEN, AND IN THAT CASE THIS DEED (S TO 
BE NULL AND VOID AND OF NO EFFECT 11 • 
1tfN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, THE PARTIES TO THESE PRESENTS HAVE 
HEREUNTO SET THEIR HANDS AND SEALS THIS DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE 
WR I TTEN11 • 
STEPHEN Wt LSON (SEAL) 
JAMES RUSSELL (SEAL)lt . 
FEBRUARY 1837, DEED BOOK VI, PAGE 330. 
MORTGAGE OF SLAVES: 
nTHIS INDENTURE, MADE THIS FIR.ST DAY Of FEBRUARY·, IN THE 
YEAR 1837 BETWEEN JOHN WRIGHT, OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND :::iTATE OF 
VIRGINIA, OF THE ONE PART; AND JOHN LAIDLEY OF THE SAME COUNTY AND 
STATE OF THE OTHER PART, WHEREAS; THE SAID JOHN WRIGHT .IS 
INDEBTED TO LEVI STEPHENSON, OF STAUNTON IN THE SUM OF TWELVE HUN-
DRED DOLLARS DUE BY SINGLE BILL BEARING DATE ON THE 31ST DAY OF 
JANUARY, 1837, AND TO NICHOLAS C. KENNY, OF STAUNTON, THE SUM OF 
ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY- FIVE DOLLARS AND EIGHTY- NINE CENTS, SUBJECT 
TO A OF FIFTY DOLLARS PAID THE 5TH DAY OF AUGUST 1835, DUE 
BY PROMISSORY NOTE EXECUTED BY THE SAID JOHN WRIGHT'AND LEVI ::5, STEPH -
ENSON TO THE SAID NICHOLAS C. KINNE~~ ON THE 8TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 
1832, PAYABLE ON DEMAND; ALSO IN THE FURTHER SUM OF ONE HUNDRED 
AND FIFTY DOLLARS AND FIFTY- NINE CENTS, DUE BY SINGLE BILL EXECUTED 
BY THE SAID JOHN WRIGHT TO SAID NICHOLAS C, KINNEY ON THE 8TH DAY 
OF DECEMBER, 1832; ALSO IN THE FURTHER SUM OF FIFTEEN DOLLARS, SUB -
JECT TO A CREDIT OF FIVE DOLLARS PAID ON THE 13TH DAYNOF MAY 1824 
DUE BY PROMISSORY NOTE EXECUTED BY THE 5-AI.D JOHN WRIGHT TO GEORGE 
PERRY ON THE 13TH DAY OF MAY, 1813, PAYABLE ON DEMAND, AND ASSIGNED 
BY THE SAID GEORGE p -
ERRV TO THE SAID NICHOLAS C, KIMNEY - 193-
THE PAYMENT OF WHICH SAID SEVERAL SUMS OF MONEY WITH THE LAWFUL 
INTEREST AND TO BECOME DUE ON THEM, RESPECTIVELY, THE SAID 
JOHN 'NRrGHT IS WILLING AND DESIROUS AND SECURE" TO THE 
SAID LEVI STEPHENSOfll AND THE SAID NICHOLAS C. KINNEY". 
ltTKIS INDENTURE, THEREFORE, WlTNESSETH: THAT THE: SAID 
JOHN WRIGHT AS WELL AS IN CONDIERATION OF THE PREMtSES AFORESAID, 
AS OF FIVE DOLLARS TO HIM IN HAND PAtD BY THE SAID JOHN LAIDLEY, THE 
REC_EIPT WHEREOF THE S.AID' JOHN G. WRlGHT DOTH HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE, 
HATH GRANTED,BARGAINED, SOLD AND CONVEYED, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DOTH 
GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY UNTO THE SAID JOHN LAIDLEY, HIS 
HEIRS AND ASSIGNS THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY, TO- WIT: ONE BLACK MAN 
SLAVE NAMED BEN, AGED ABOUT TH lRTY YEARS, ONE YELLOW BOY SLAVE NAMED 
ARTMUR AGED ABOUT TH I RTE EN YEARS,, AND ONE BLACK BOY SLAVE NAMED 
GEORGE AGED ABOUT TEN YEARS, TO HAVE AND TOLD THE S,'\ ID SLAVES BEN, 
ARTHUR AND GEORGE UNTO THE SAID JOHN lAfDLEY, HIS HErRS A,\JD ASSIGNS 
AND TO HIS PROPER USE AND BEHOOF . FOREVER"• 
"IN TRUST, NEVERrHELESS, THAT IF THE. SAID JOHN G. \VRIGHT, HIS Kit 
HEIRS, ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS SHALL WC.LL AND TRULY PAY TO THE 
SAID LEV I L .. STE PH EN SON AND NI CHO LAS C. KINNEY, THE IC< HE I RS, EXECU-
TORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS THE AFORESAID SUMS DUE THEM, RE -
SPECTIVELY WITH THE INTEREST THEREON WHENEVER THE SAID LEVI STEPHEN-
SON OR THE SAID NICHOLAS G. KINNEY SHALL DEMAND THE SAME THEN THIS 
INDENTURE AND EVERYTHING THEREIN CONTAINED IS TO BECOME VOID; BUT IF 
BOTH, OR EITHER OF THE DEBTS DUE TO THE SAID LEVI STEPHENSON, NICHOLA 
. C .. KI NNE.Y SHALL REMA t N UN- PA ID AFTER THE SAME SHALL BE DEMANDED OF THE 
SAl1' JOHN _G .. WRIGHT THEN THE SAID JOHN LAIDLEY, AT THE REQUEST OF THE, 
SAID LEVI STEPHENSON OR NICltfOLAS KINNEY, OR EITHER OF THE HEIRS, OR 
AT THE REQUEST OF JOHN G,. WRIGHT OR HIS HEIRS AND SHALL AND MAY SELL 
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\ ' AND DI.SPOSE OF' THE.. AFORE.SA LD SLAVES· BEN, ARTHUR AND GEORGE, AT PUB-
.. , 
LtC AlJCTION TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER f'OR.READY MONEY AT THE COUR't 
HOUSE Of CABELL COUNTY tN VI RGI NlA, HAVlNG GI VEN AT LEAST THIRTY 
DAYS PREVIOUS NOTICE Of' THE TIME AND PLACE OF SALE lN SOME PUBLlC 
NEWSPAPER PUBLISHED NEAREST THE PLACE OF SALE, AND THAT THE PROCEEDS 
OF SUCH SALE, AFTER PAYING THERE OUT ALL THE EXPENSD ATTENDlNG THE 
DRAWrNG, RECORDING, AND EXECUTION Of THESE PRESENTS SHALL BE APPLIED 
BY THE SAID JOHN lAIDLEY, HIS HEIRS, &c. TOWARDS THE DISCHARGE lND 
PAYMENT Of THE AFORESAID LEVI STEPHENSON AND NICHOLAS G. KINNEY IN 
WHOLE OR IN ~DX PROPORTION Of THE MAGNITUDE OF THEIR DEBTS AFORE-
SAID, WITH THE INTEREST, RESPECTIVELY; AND THE SURPLUS OF SUCH PROCEEDS 
ff ANY TH ERE BE, AFTER PAY I NG THE WHOLE DEBTS AFORESAID UNTO THE SAID 
JOHN G .. WRlGHT OR TO HIS ASSIGNS; AND THE SAID JOHN. G. WRIGHT FOR 
HIMSELF, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS DOTH HEREBY COVENANT, 
PROMISE, AND GRANT TO AND WITH THE SAID JOHN LAIDLEY, HIS HEIRS AND 
ASSIGNS THAT HE, THE SAID JOHN G .. WRIGHT AND HIS HEIRS SHALL AND WILL 
WARRANT AND f'OREVER DEFEND THE SAID SLAVES BEN, ARTHUR AND GEORGE 
HEREIN CONVEYED, AGAINST ALL AND EVERY PERSON, OR PERSONS WHATSOEVER 
CLAIMING, OR TO CLAIM RIGHT, TITLE AND IJNTEREST OR ESTATE THEREIN"·• 
11 1N WITNESS WHEREOF, THE SAID PARTIES HEREUNTO HAVE TO 
THESE PRESENTS SET THEIR HANDS AND SEALS THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST HERE-
IN WR l TTENH • 
J. G. 'NRIGHT (SEAL) II 
(THE ABOVE NAMED SLAVES WERE THE SAME NAMED IN DEED OF 
TRANSFER BETWEEN CATHARINE P. HOLLOWAY, JOHN G. WRIGHT, 
AND JEFFERSON KINNEY, BEING PART OF THE ESTATE OF THE 
, SAID "'CATHARINE HOLLOWAY, WHO OWNED HALF, INTEREST IN THE _.,,· 
ABOVE NAMED SLAVES IN THAT DEED)tt • 




\ 1 MAY f837. DEED BOOK VI. PAGE 403. 
SALE OF NEGROEi. 
uTHtS INDENTURE, MADE AND ENTERED INTO THIS 7TH DAY OF 
MARCH 1835 BY AND BETWEEN J 'OHN G. WRIGHT OF THE FIRST PART, JOHN 
LIASLEY OF THE SECOND PART, AND JAMES HOLDERBY, OF THE THIRD PART, 
WHEREAS, THE SAID JOHN G .. WRtGHT IS JUSTLY INDEBTED TO THE SAID 
JAMES HOLDERBY IN THE SUM OF SIX HUNDRED DOLLARS, AS BY NOTE OF THIS 
DATE DUE AND PAYABLE TWO YEARS AFTER DATE, ~EARING INTEREST FROM 
THIS DAY, AND BEING DESIROUS OF SECURING TO THE SAID HOLDERBY, HIS, KE 
HEIRS, EXECUTORS, , ADMINISTRATORS, &c THE ABOVE NAMED SUM, HE THE SAID 
WRtGHT ·FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF ONE DOLLAR IN HAND PAID BY THE 
SAID JOHN i. LAIDLEY .to THE SAID JOHN G. WRIGHT, HATH GIVEN, GRAN~ED, 
BARGAINED, AND SOLD UNTO THE SAID JOHN LAIDLEY THE FOLLOWl~NG NEGRO 
SLVES, TO -WIT: BEN, A NEGRO MAN ABOUT THIRTY YEARS, ARTHUR, A NEGRO 
SLAVE AGED ABOUT TEN YEARS, AND GEORGE, ABOUT SEVEN YEARS OLD 11 • 
"To HAVE AND TO HOLD THE ABOVE GRANTED NEGRO SLAVES UNTO THE 
SAID JOHN LAIDLEY, HIS HEIRS, &c. DOTH COVENANT AND AGREE TO AND WITH 
tG'HE SA ID JOHN LAIDLEY THAT HE AND THE SAID JOHN G. WRIGHT WILL WARRANT 
AND FOREVER DEFEND THE RIGHT AND TITLE TO THE ABOVE SLAVES AND THAT THEY 
ARE SLVES FOR LIFE TIME. YET UPON THIS TRUST, NEVERTHELESS; THAT IF 
THE SAID JOHN G. vVRIGHT, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, OR ADMINISTRATORS SHALL 
WELL AND TRULY PAY UPON THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY OR HIS ASSIGNS THE 
SAID SUM OF SIX HUNDRED DOLLARS AT THE TIME THE SAME BECOMES DUE AND 
PAYABLE, TOGETHER WITH ALL THE INTEREST THAT MAY HAVE ACCRUED THEN 
THIS INC ENTURE TO BE VOID . Bur, SHOULD THE SAID JOHN G~ WRIGHT FAIL 
TO PAY THE SAID SIX HUNDRED DOLLARS WITH THE IN ETEST THAT MAY BE DUE 
THEREON AT THE TfME THE iAME BECOMES DUE AND PAYABLE THEN THE SAID 
JOHN LAfDLEY COVENANTS AND AGR1EES TO SELL THE SAID SLAVES, OR SO MANY 
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le••, • .. _ 
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' ' 
THEREOF AS WILL SATISFY THE SAID JAMES HOLDERBY HIS SAID DEBT AND 
INTEREST, OR SO MUCH THEREOF AS MAY THEN REMAIN DUE AND UNPAfD AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION FOR READY MONEY, AFTER GIVING PUBLIC NOTICE OF THE 
TIME AND PLACE OF SALE AT LEAST ONE MONTH; AND FROM THE PROCEEDS OF 
THE SALE TO PAY AND SATISFY THE SAID J~MES HOLDERBY, HI~ EXECUTORS 
ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS THE SAID SUM OF· SIX HUNDRED DOLLARS 
AND THE INTEREST THEREON OR SO MUCH AS MAY BE DUE AND.UNPAID, AS WELL 
AS THE COST ATTENDING THE EXECUTION OF THIS TRUST; AND THE BALANCE, IF 
ANY REFUND TO THE SAID JOHN G~ NRtGHT, HIS ASSIGNS, &c.~ 
(N '/$tTNESS WHEREOF THE PARTIES HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEIR HANDS 
AND AFFIXED THEIR SEALS THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN". 
DEED BOO!( VI. PAGE 433. 
JOHN G. WRIGHT 
· JAS. HOLDERBY 
MORTGAGE OF SLAVES: 
(SEAL) 
(SEAL) II 
"THIS INDENTURE, MADE AND ENTERED INTO THIS 6TH DAY OF APRIL 
1837 BY AND BETWEEN JACOB KOUNS, OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND ~TATE OF 
VIRGINIA, OF THE ONE PART; AND 'NILLIAM WARD AND GEORGE DAVIS AND JOHN 
C. KOUNS OF THE COUNTY OF GREENUP, STATE OF KENTUCKY, OF THE OTHER 
PART, WITNESSETH: 
THAT THE SAID KOUNS IN CONSIDERATION OF THE SAID ~ARD AND DAVIS 
AND JOHN c. KouNS HAVING BECOME HIS SECURITY FOR TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS 
· PURCHASED BY THE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORS OF THE BANK OF CHILICOTHE 
AND FOR THE FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF ONE DOLLAR TO HIM IN HAND PAID, 
HE, THE SAID KOINS HATH THIS DAY BARAGAINED AND S OLD, AND BY THESE 
PREMISES DOTH BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID WARD AND J AVIS AND JOHN C. 
KOUNSTHE FOLLOWING NEGRO SLAVES, TO - WIT: DELILA AND HER THREE CHILDREN 
NAMED NELSON, MAHALA AND HENRY; ALSO SALLY AND HER THREE CH I LDREN 
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·~)~ ~ · . 
. ', ~ 
t fl7·:• 
,,,: :(JOHN., SARAH, AND MAT l LDA; . ALSO CHANEY AND HER TWO CH I LDREN. ALLEN 
_s,.. .•. \, ' ; 
r ..-.: AND MARY; BUT WITH THE FOLLOWING CONDITION THAT IF THE SAlD KOUNS 
SHOULD WELL AND TRULY PAY THE SAID DEBT TO SAID BANK AND KEEP THE 
SAID WARD AND DAVIS, AND JOHN C. KOUNS HARMLESS BY REASON OF SAID SE-
CURITY - SHIP, THEN THE ABOVE DONVEYANCE TO BE .VOID AND OF NO EFFECT. 
OTHERWISE TO REMAIN IN FULL FORCE AND VIRTUE. THIS BEING UNDERSTOOD 
AND CONSIDERED AS A MORTAGE TO SECURE SAID WARD AND DAVIS, AND JOHN C. 
KOUNS AS SECURITIES AFORESArD". 
"IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF THE SAID JACOB KOUNS HATH HEREUNTO 
SET HIS HAND AND AFFIXED HIS SEAL THIS DAY AND DATE FIRST ABOVE 
WR I TTEN11 • 
JACOB KOUNS (SEAL) 11 • , 
JULY, 1837. DEED BOOK VI. PAGE 443. 
SALE OF PROPERlY AND SL.AVES: 
11THtS INDENTURE, MADE THIS 29TH DAY OF r,JovEMBER IN THE YEAR OF 
CHRIST ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND THIRTY-SIX BETWEEN PELLINGTON 
MERRITT AND OBADIAH MERRITT, OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND THE STATE OF 
VIRGINIA, WITNESSETH: THAT THE SAID PELLINGTON MERRITT HZTH THIS 
DAY BARGAINED AND SOLD UNTO OBADIAH MERRITT THE FOLLGWING PROPERTY, 
TO - WIT: ONE NEGRO MAN NAMED SPENCER; ONE NEGRO WOMAN NAMED CARO-
LINE AND CHILD NAMED MARGARET, ONE WAGON, THREE HORSES, 14 HEAD OF 
CATTLE, 9 HE.AD OF SHEEP, 30 HEAD OF HOGS MORE OR LESS, HOUSEHOLD AND 
KITCHEN FURNITURE; ALSO ALL HIS FARMING UTENSILS, CROP OF CORN AND 
OATS; ALSO HE FLAX AND POTATOES AND ONE RIFLE GUN, AND APPURTENANCES, 
TO HAVE AND TOLD THE AFORESAID PROPERTY W 1TH I TS APPURTENANCES AND IN 
ANY WISE, &c. TO THE SAID OBADIAH MERRITT BEFORE THE SEALING AND DELIV-
ERY OF THESE PRESENTS, AND UPON THIS CONDITION: THAT IF THE SAID 
PELLINGTON MERRITT SHALL, ON OR BEFORE THE 25TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1837 
- I r- ~ 
) 
.. ' 
1·1 . · , . : . ,: ·. . l · 
THE SAID 0BADlAH MERRiTT THE SAID SUM OF TWO 
.{ J ,· •• 
"IN TESTI MONY WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND SEAL 
PELLlNGTON MERRITT 
1837. DEED 8bOK VI. PAGES 458-9. 
CONTRACT . FOR SALE AND H I RE OF SLAVES: 
{, 
f uTHIS CONTRACT, MADE AND ENETRED INTO THIS 20TH DAY OF 
f;j.-' . • . 
. t 1837, BETWEEN J 'A,COB KouN_S, OF THE_ FIRST P~RT; AND WILLIS MCKEAND, 
1{~?·•. 
•:_;;caF THE ~COND PART' WI TNESSETK: 
;:·~~: 
THAT THE SAID JACOB KOUNS HATH THIS 
· DAY SOLD, AND BY T HW COVENENATS HEREINAFTER MENTIONED HATH AGREED TO 
\i~-i ,~ , I 
. :.:L CONVEY TO THE SAID WltLLl.S Mcl<EAND ALL THE LAND HERETOFORE OWNED BY 
·. t·•\4'l ' , ., vi;/ ·. 
·./ ·' THE FIRM OF J.C. AND J. KOUNS CONTAINlNG TWO THOUSAND ACRES WITH ALL -•>;)••: ! . . ' l 
1:<1· _ , _ 
THEIR SEVERAL APPURTENANCES THEREUNTO APPERTAINING OR IN ANY WISE BE-
LONGING INCLUDING THE SAW AND GRIST MILL AND THE VIRGINIA FORGE FOR 
WHICH THE SAID MCKEAND HEREBY AGREES TO PAY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS IN 
MANNER AND FORM HEREINAFTER MENTIONED, TO-WIT: ONE THOUSAND IN CASH 
IN ONE MONTH, AND TWO NEGRO GIRLS NOT TO EXCEED FROM SIXTEEN TO 
TO TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF AGE, TO BE OF GOOD, LIKELY APEARANCE, SOUND 
. j 
AND HEALTHY. THE NEGROES ARE TO BE RECEIVED AT ONE THOUS~ND DOLLARS, 
AND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS A YEAR FOR THREE YEARS FROM THE DATE HEREOF 
AND THE BALANCE, WHICH IS FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, IS TO BE PAID IN A 
PARCEL OF LAND PURCHASED BY THE SAID MCKEAND FROMWARD AND CARTER, ON 
LITTLE SANDY RIVER IN THE COUNTY OF GREENUP, StATE OF KENTUCKY; THE 
LAND TO INCLUDE ALL THE 
_( -
ONE HUNDRED (f00) ACRES PURCHASED OF 
I . , _ -· I '· 
., CARTER AND THREE HUNDRD ACRES PURCHASED OF MR.WARD, TO COMMENCE ON 
•,I . . . < ·i ,' ·!. 
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